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HELEN M. SMITH - TOWN CLERK
TELEPHONE 787-6200
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:00 - 12:00 & 1:00 - 4:30
TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
NORMA E. LAVOIE - TAX COLLECTOR
BRENDA L. JEWETT - DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR
TELEPHONE 787-6444
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:00 - 12:00 & 1:00 - 4:30
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
BRENDA L. JEWETT, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
TELEPHONE 787-6800
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:00 - 12:00 & 1:00 - 5:00
SELECTMEN MEET MONDAY EVENINGS AT 7:00 P.M.
HAVERHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT
WALTER R. GEORGE, CHIEF





OFFICES ARE LOCATED IN
THE HAVERHILL MUNICIPAL BUILDING
MAIN STREET, RR#1 , BOX 23A
NORTH HAVERHILL, NH 03774-9759
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE 3RD GRADE OF THE
WOODSVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FOR CREATING THE
WONDERFUL DRAWINGS FEATURED IN THIS YEAR'S
REPORT. ALSO A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO BERNIE
MARVIN FOR HIS YEARLY SUPPLY OF PHOTOS.


























ALFRED S. EVANS, M.D.
WALTER R. GEORGE
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MINUTES OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
MARCH 9,1993
To the inhabitants of the Town of Haverhill, in the County of
Grafton, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Haverhill Middle School in
North Haverhill on Tuesday March 9th, 1993 at eight o'clock in the
forenoon to act on the following matters. Article One will be
decided by written ballot. The- polling booths will be open from
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM for voting on Article One. At 6:00 PM the
meeting will adjourn to reconvene at 7:30 PM at the Haverhill
Middle School in North Haverhill, in said Town of Haverhill for
consideration of the remaining articles on this WARRANT:
Article l; To choose by a non-partisan ballot one Selectman for a
term of three [3] years; a Town Clerk for a term of one [1] year;
a Tax Collector for a term of one [1] year; a Treasurer for a term
of one [1] year; a Trustee of Trust Funds for a term of three [3]
years.
Article 2: Do you favor the establishment of a NH Department of
Corrections Medium Security Prison at the present site of the
Glencliff Home for the Elderly?
Article 3: To announce the results of the balloting on Article One
and Two.
The polling booths were open from 8:00 A.M. till 6:00 P.M.
271 ballots cast
Selectman - Three Year Term
Ernest A. Towne 221
Town Clerk - One Year Term
Helen M. Smith 253
Tax Collector - One Year Term
Norma Lavoie 254
Trustee of Trust Funds - Three Year Term
John S. Cobb 247
Town Treasurer - One Year Term
Robert F. Miller, Jr. 251
Do you favor the extablishment of a State of NH Dept. of
corrections medium security prison at the present site of the
Glencliff Home for the Elderly?
Yes - 47 No - 208
Article 4: To choose a Cemetery Commissioner for a term of five
[5] years; to choose a Library Trustee for a term of three [3)
years, and to choose any other necessary town .official.
Everett Sawyer moved that Larry Sedgwick, Jr. be elected a
Cemetery Commissioner for a term of five [5] years. Julius
Tuckhardt, Jr. seconded the motion. It was moved and seconded
for the Clerk to cast on ballot for Larry Sedgwick.
Everett Sawyer moved that Ann Fabrizio be elected a Library
Trustee for a term of three [3] years. Katharine Blaisdell
seconded the motion . It was moved and seconded for the clerk to
cast one ballot for Ann Fabrizio.
Paul LaMott moved that the Selectmen appoint all other necessary
town officials. Everett Sawyer seconded. It was so voted by a
voice vote
.
Moderator Pro tern, Karl Bruckner, swore in the elected officers.
Article 5: To hear the reports of the Selectmen, Treasurer,
Cemetery Commissioners, and other Town Officers and Committees
heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
Alfred Holden moved that the reports be accepted as printed in
the Town Report. Homer May seconded the motion. Homer May,
stated that on page 45 of the Town Report (Rate Comparison) that
1989 is not there, and asked to have it appear in next years
report.
This article was passed by a voice vote.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to issue interest bearing notes in anticipation of
taxes and to provide for the expenses of the current year.
Donald Miller moved the article,
a voice vote.
Wm. Foster seconded. Passed by
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend Federal and State
grants, which may become available during the year, in accordance
with RSA 31:95-b and also to accept and expend money from any
other governmental unit or private source to be used for purposed
for which the town may legally appropriate money.
Douglass Teschner moved the article, Donald Miller seconded.
Passed by a voice vote.
2 5
:icle 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Lectraen to sell real estate acquired by the Town through
rertising for sealed bids, except that the Selectmen would be
lowered, by not required, to make on last offer to the person
was detested of his property and a late redemption would be
owed upon payment of all taxes, costs and interest.
laid Miller moved the article, Wm. Horned seconded, Homer May
ie an amendment to read "and be required" instead of "but not
juired . " This amendment was voted down by a voice vote . The
tide was passed as written by a voice vote.
ticle 9: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
derator to appoint a Budget Committee to recommend to the next
nual Town Meeting the amounts to be raised for various
rposes, such recommendations to be printed in the next Annual
port.
ul LaMott moved that the Moderator appoint the Budget
mmittee. Wm. Home seconded the motion. This article was
ssed by a voice vote.
ticle 10: To see if the Town will vote to make any alterations
the amount of money to be raised and appropriated for the
suing year for the support of the Town as recommended by the
dget Committee in its report, to raise and appropriate all sums
> determined for said purposed, and pass any other vote relating
lereto.
I move to amend article 11 so as to read as follows:
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Seventy Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000 for renovations to the
James R. Morrill Elementary School for conversion to use as
offices for use by the Town and/or for rental to SAU # 23."
James Frezza seconded the motion. Moderator, Karl Bruckner,
stepped aside and asked Victor Smith to step in as Moderator
while he addressed the meeting.
Bruckner said that we could loose the SAU and Court system, and
if this happened the town would be loosing rent money from the
building and other monies spent in town. All would be thrown
away if the building was abandoned and sold.
Cheryl Towne asked what had happened to the $75,000.00 that was
raised last year. Selectman Kinder said the $73,000.00 is held
in escrow until the property was transferred from the School
Board to the town.
This article was passed as amended by a voice vote.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell the Municipal Building on Court Street in
Woodsville.
Alfred Holden moved the article. Richard Kinder seconded.
.chard Guy, Chairman of the Budget Committee, moved that the
>wn raise and appropriate $1,203,085.40. Selectman, Ernest
>wne seconded the motion.
>ve Davis asked to have the budget explained to her.
me by Richard Guy.
This was
imer May made the motion that we budget for 1993, the same
lount as expended in 1992, $1,192,168.56 and all warrant
rticles passed be paid from this amount. James Lund seconded
ie motion. This amendment was passed by a voice vote. James
lylord challenged the voice vote, and asked for a show of hands,
rerett Sawyer second the motion. The Moderator suggested that
ie vote be taken by a standing vote. Results on Homer May's
lendment by standing vote: Yes 102 - No 104. May's amendment was
ifeated. Homer May asked to have a ballot vote. James Lund
iconded the motion. This request was defeated by a voice vote.
rerett Sawyer moved the question, seconded by Donald Miller.
ie motion made by Richard Guy to raised and appropriate
.,203,085.40 was passed by a voice vote.
ticle 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
propriate the sum of Seventy Five Thousand Dollars [$75,000.00]
r the renovations to the James R. Morrill Elementary School
ilding for conversion to use as town offices.
ward Patten moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate
e sura of $75,000.00 for renovations to the Morrill School for
e use as town offices. Julius Tuckhardt seconded the motion.
ward Patten made the following amendment.
Robert Rutherford moved this article be tabled. Richard Kinder
seconded the motion. This article was tabled by a voice vote.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Thirty Five Thousand Dollars [$35,000.00]
for the reconstruction of a section of Brushwood Road.
Donald Miller moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum
of $35,000.00 for reconstruction of a section of Brushwood Road.
Wm. Home seconded the motion.
The Moderator could not determine on the voice vote. A standing
vote was taken. Yes 89 - No 61. This article was passed by a
standing vote.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars [$10,000.00] for the
support of Cottage Hospital
.
Charles Berry moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$10,000.00 for the support of the Cottage Hospital. Dr. David
Frechette seconded the motion. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety Four
Dollars [$5,894.00] for the support of White Mt. Mental Health &
Developmental Services.
Alfred Holden moved the article. Wm. Home seconded, the motion.
This article was defeated by a voice vote.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote under the provisions of
RSA 231:43 to discontinue the stretch of road leading from Rte.
25 to the former East Haverhill Railroad Station.
Robert Rutherford moved the article.
Passed by a voice vote.
Ernest Towne seconded.
26
Article 17: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of Seven Thousand Dollars [7,000.00] for repair work on the
Jeffers Hill Bridge.
Richard Kinder moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$7,000.00 for repair work on Jeffers Hill Bridge. Robert
Rutherford seconded the motion. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
withdrawal of the sum of Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
[$75,000.00] from the Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund to be applied
to the purchase of a new grader.
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars
[130,000.00] for the purchase of a new grader, to be paid over a
five year period in equal" installments of $11,000.00.
(From D.A.R. these two Articles are to be voted on together.)
Robert Rutherford moved these articles. To withdraw $75,000.00
from the Vehicle Reserve Fund to be applied to the purchase of a
new Grader, and to raise and appropriate $130,000.00 for the
purchase of a new grader, to be paid over a five year period in
equal installments of $11,000.00.
This article was passed by a ballot vote, 148 Yes - 46 No.
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars [$1,000.00] to
support the Western Grafton County Youth Diversion Program.
Everett Sawyer moved that Town support this program and raise and
appropriate $1,000.00 for it. Wm. Home seconded the motion.
Bruce Labs, principal of Woodsville High School explained, that
if the Towns in the area that are covered by the Haverhill
District Court, support this article they would be able to get
Federal money to help support it.
This article was passed by a voice vote.
Article 21: To see what action the voters of the Town of
Haverhill will take in reference to the reclassification from
Class V to Class VI [subject to gates and bars] under the
provisions of RSA 231:45, the Meadow Road, so-called , in
Woodsville from a point one hundred feet from its intersection
with Ammonoosuc Street and Highland Street to the end of the
public way of said road. [BY PETITION]
Richard Guy moved the article. Paul LaMott seconded the motion.
After much discussion from the voters. Connie Verratti moved the
question. Jay Holden seconded the motion.
This article was defeated by a voice vote.
Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to change the current
policy regarding the qualifications to run for town office as
follow:
No property taxpayer who is delinquent in his/her property taxes
may become a candidate for any town office without first signing
a waiver of salary agreement if elected.
Example: I, (name] . a resident of the Town of Haverhill, NH
hereby declare my candidacy for the office of ,
[all town and school district offices]. I also affirm that I am
in arrears S r amount 1 to the tax collector of the town and agree
to have my salary for the position I seek applied to that debt, 27
if elected until my property tax bill is paid in full.
The present declaration of candidacy will still be used for any
resident voter in the town who is not owing any debt to the town
[BY PETITION]
Julius Tuckhardt moved the article, Everett Sawyer seconded.
This article was tabled by a voice vote.
Articles 23: To see if the Town will vote to approve the use of
an Australian ballot [Official ballot is the term used in Dendinc
legislation presently before both branches of the N.H. state
legislature] beginning with the Town budget in 1994 when
authorization to do so is granted by the legislature and signed
into law by the governor later this year. [BY PETITION]
Donald Miller moved the article. Julius Tuckhardt seconded the
motion. This article was tabled by a voice vote.
Opinion by:
Atty: Lawrence Gardner
Opinion: It is my opinion that any action taken under his
article with regard to the use of the Australian ballot with
regard to the Town budget in 1994 will have no legal or binding
effect on the Town. Except as provided by law, each town meeting
annually sets its own rules and cannot bind a future town
meeting. The 1993 Town Meeting cannot authorize the use of the
Official Ballot when there is no statutory authority to do so as
of March 9, 19 93. Action under this article may constitute a
"sense of the meeting" resolution, requesting the Board of
Selectmen to insert an article with the question if the new
legislation passes.
Article 24: To see if the town will vote to mandate all efforts
should be made by the town budget committee to hold spending at
1993 spending levels with no more that a 1% annual increase over
spending for the previous year. Level spending is the goal.
Example: If the budget needs to increase in one department and
the increase will cause the budget to increase more than the
allowable 1% over the previous year, a decrease in the budget
equal to the increase must be found elsewhere in the budget. (BY
PETITION]
Opinion: The Moderator should advise the Town Meeting that
any action taken under this article will be advisory only. It is
my understanding the Town of Haverhill has never adopted the
Municipal Budget Law under RSA Chapter 32, but there is an
informal budget or finance review committee.
Julius Tuckhardt moved the meeting be adjourned,
seconded the motion
.





DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
IL #1: TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
TMEN
Richard G. Kinder 3,000.00
Ernest A. Towne 2,500.00
Robert J. Rutherford 2,500.00
ATOR




Norma E. Lavoie 21,460.00
CLERK
Helen M. Smith 21,460.00
IURER
Robert F. Miller 1,600.00
'EE OF TRUST FUNDS
James E. Graham 200.00
lL SECURITY S MEDICARE
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank 4,256.73
'H INSURANCE
NH Municipal Association-Health Insurance Trust 7,854.24
[EN'S COMPENSATION FUND
Compensation Funds of NH 35.67
'LOYMENT COMPENSATION FUND
Compensation Funds of NH 60.00
\L $ 67,852.64
1IL #2: TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
:quipment
Lyndonville Office Equipment 207.00
H.P. Cummings Construction Co. 900.00
ITER OF DEEDS
Grafton County Registry 5,027.70
!TER OF PROBATE
Grafton County Probate Court 14.00
ITISING
Tuck Press 638.56
North Country News Independent 106.25
New Hampshire Municipal Association 1,291.88
H.H. Association of Assessing Officials 20.00
N.H. Tax Collectors Association 15.00
N.H. City & Town Clerks Association 20.00
N.H. Government Finance Officers Association 35.00
New Enqland Assn. of City & Town Clerks 10.00
FIANCE & BONDS
Compensation Funds of N.H. 71.34
The H.J. Graham Agency 908.00
NH Municipal Assn. -Property/Liability Trust 5,125.61
5 & MILEAGE
Norma E. Lavoie 57.60




U.S. Postal Service 4,542.31 28
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSE CONTINUED.
PRINTING & TOWN REPORT EXPENSE
North Country News Independent
White Mt. Publishers















Granite State Stamps, Inc
Tuck Press
Butterworth Legal Publishers















NH Tax Collectors Association
Business Management Systems
Cook Associates




Sheraton Inn No. Conway
Norma E. Lavoie







Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
MEDICARE





























































NH Fish S Game Dept.

















Bernard A Marvin, Jr.












Detail #3: AUDIT EXPENSE
Vachon
,
Clukay S Co. , P.C. $ 15,056.04
Total $ 15,056.04







DETAIL #5: BONDS & NOTES
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank $ 1,475,000.00
TOTAL $ 1,475,000.00
DETAIL #6: INTEREST EXPENSE
TEMPORARY LOANS
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank 7,121.03
TOTAL $ 7,121.03



















Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
MEDICARE





















DETAIL #9: PLANNING BOARD
EXPENSES
Marjorie D. Page
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
Emma Cardin
Tuck Press
North Country Council Inc.
US Postmaster
TOTAL
DETAIL #10: DOG DAMAGE
EXPENSES
Linda Smith





North Country News Independent
|
TOTAL $ 2,698.7
DETAIL #11: COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Community Action Outreach Program $ 2,900.
AIL #12: FIRE DEPARTMENTS
ATING FUNDS £ TRUCK FUND
Woodsville Fire Department
North Haverhill Fire Department
Haverhill Corner Fire Department
AL AIDE DUES
























North Country Home Health Agency
David Frechette



















TAIL #16: SENIOR CITIZENS





:TAIL #17: PATRIOTIC SERVICES
Ross-Wood Post #20 [American Legion]












Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
NH Retirement System
INSURANCE









DETAIL #19: ELECTION & REGISTRATION









Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
MEDICARE







Connecticut Valley Electric Co.












Reynolds & Son Inc.
Hood Plumbing & Heating










































Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
MEDICARE
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
SEWER CHARGE




Woodsville Water fi Light Department
Conn. Valley Electric Co.
INSURANCE
Compensation Funds of NH
NHMA-Property Liability Trust, Inc.
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION













Royal Electric Co., Inc.
Alfred's Plumbing & Heating
Walter George
Pete's Rubbish Removal
Treasurer, State of NH
Grossman '
s
Ken ' s Locksmithery
Corey Electric
ADT Security Systems
Woodsville True Value Hardware
Casella Waste Management, Inc.
Scruggs Hardware





































































Bernard A. Marvin, Jr.
Clifford E. Batchelder
Nichole E. Brodrick Hilliard
Kevin Phelps
SOCIAL SECURITY
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
MEDICARE
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
HEALTH INSURANCE









Compensation Funds of NH
NHMA-Property/Liability Trust, Inc.
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

























Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank









lwyers ' Diary & Manual
ixwell Lab





















rafton County Sheriffs Department
V Customs





arth Country News Ind.
averhill Police Depart.
CH SERVICE



















































































Woodsville Water & Light Department
CRUISER
Treasurer, State of N.H.
Galls, Inc.
Grafton Motor Sales, Inc.
State of N.H.-M.V.
A.D. Sanel Auto Part



























Everett H. Sawyer, III





Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
MEDICARE
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
HEALTH INSURANCE
NHMA-Health Insurance Trust, Inc.
INSURANCE
Compensation Funds of NH
NHMA-Property/Liability Trust, Inc.
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION







E.T.S H.K. Ide, Inc.
CONCRETE
Brown's Concrete Prod.





































E.T. & H.K. Ide, Inc.
Hood Plumbing S Heating






M & M Equipment Co.













Robert E. Clifford, Builders
UMBER





















M & M Equipment, Inc.





































































































DETAIL # 24: FEES TO STATE OF NH $ 8,203.00










DETAIL #26: HAVERHILL COOP. SCHOOL DISTRICT $ 3,870,041.00
DETAIL #27: TAX LIENS











































:L #29: HAVERHILL RECREATION PROGRAM
'ells River Valley Softball League
:onn. Valley Little League
;reen Mountain Monogram
leith's II Sporting Goods
:obert Lang ^^^^
[L #30: COUNTY TAX
;athleen Ward, Treasurer
IL #31: MORRILL MUNICIPAL BUILDING
Soudreault Plumbing Inc.
:onn. Valley Electric Co.
JHMA-PLIT Inc.
lev England Telephone
i. P. Cummings Construction Co.
Sary's Fuel Inc.
IL #32 GRADER PURCHASE
Srappone Industrial Inc.
B-B Chain Co.
tfoodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
Kar Products
ET & HK Ides, Inc

























IL #33 HAVERHILL/BATH COVERED BRIDGE
Stan Brinker 723.90
JL $ 723.90














Bigelow Paving Co. Inc
Pike Industries, Inc.





Western Grafton County Youth Diversion
NH Retirement System
NH Retirement System











DETAIL #3 7: REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
3,401.01
TOTAL S 3,401.01
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS OF THE TOWN OF HAVERHILL FOR 1993
// IHHHHHHHHHHUHt IHUI PRINCIPAL IHHHIIH iHHHHUHHHUHHI *********** INCOME**** *********** **********
BEGINNING GAIN ENDING BEGINNING ENDING
ST NAME PURPOSE BALANCE NEW FUNDS (LOSS) BALANCE BALANCE INCOME PAID OUT BALANCE TOTAL
nd 5.757.28 (7.65) 5.749.63 1.714.51 553.99 (300.00) 1 .968.50 7.718.13
e Capital Reserves 25.109.31 (33.36) 25.075.95 19.173.58 3.283.33 22 .456.91 47.532.86
f Ington Cottage Hospital 2.322.50 (3.09) 2.319.41 1.479.94 281.93 1 ,761.87 4.081.28
1e Electronics Scholarship 2.179.41 (2.90) 2.176.51 1.501.85 272.95 (247.00) 1 .527.80 3.704.31
oran F1re 01st Beaut1f1catio 21.081.44 (28.01) 21.053.43 5.151.06 1.945.00 (500.00) 6 .596.06 27.649.49
ett Fund Flower Fund 114.35 (0.15) 114.20 8.12 9.08 (8.87) 8.33 122.53
am Flower Fund 114.35 (0.15) 114.20 8.11 9.08 (8.87) 8.32 122.52
llette Flower Fund 114.35 (0.15) 114.20 8.11 9.08 (8.87) B.32 122.52
Ingal Is Flower Fund 228.70 (0.30) 228.40 16.23 18.16 (17.75) 16.64 245.04
er Flower Fund 114.35 (0.15) 114.20 17.87 9.80 27.67 141.87
s Lot Flower Fund 114.35 (0.15) 114.20 8.11 9.08 (8.87) 8.32 122.52
rene Ingalls Flower Fund 343.09 (0.46) 342.63 24.35 27.24 (26.62) 24.97 367.60
itson Flower Fund 228.70 (0.30) 228.40 16.23 18.16 (17.75) 16.64 245.04
idy Flower Fund 228.70 (0.30) 228.40 16.23 18.16 (17.75) 16.64 245.04
. #75 Flower Fund 343.05 (0.46) 342.59 24.35 27.24 (26.62) 24.97 367.56
lis Flower Fund 343.05 (0.46) 342.59 24.25 27.24 (26.62) 24.97 367.56
• Lawrence Flower Fund 343.05 (0.46) 342.59 24.35 27.24 (25.62) 24.97 367.56
>all Flower Fund 343.05 (0.46) 342.59 24.35 27.24 (26.62) 24.97 367.56
)all Flowers & Shrubs - Scho 696.76 (0.93) 695.83 444.01 84.58 528.59 1.224.42
id Good c1t. award 592.09 (0.79) 591.30 72.20 49.25 121.45 712.75
sail Haverhill Red Cross 574.95 (0.76) 574.19 92.65 49.50 (48.37) 93.78 667.97
•bee Hospl tal 464.50 (0.62) 463.88 295.97 56.38 352.35 816.23
Locke Improve Prize 570.81 (0.76) 570.05 52.00 46.18 (44.89) 53.29 623.34
r Locke Latin Prize 1.371.24 (1.82) 1.369.42 239.42 119.42 358.84 1.728.26
1 Johnson L1 brary 580.62 (0.77) 579.85 369.98 70.48 440.46 1.020.31
_1brary Assoc L1 brary 10.444.99 (13.88) 10.431.11 6.505.71 1.256.80 7 .762.51 18.193.62
.1b Assoc Library 1.694.54 (2.25) 1.692.29 1.227.53 216.66 1 .444.19 3.136.46
Locke Library Books 1.161.25 (1.54) 1.159.71 739.96 140.96 880.92 2.040.63
)all No. Haverhill Library 580.62 (0.77) 579.85 369.98 70.48 440.46 1.020.31
Perpetual care 120. 711*. 52 1,650 00 (161.66) 122,199.86 37.579.53 11.807.81 (10.000.00) 39 .387.34 161.587.20
>all Rotary Club 575.69 (0.76) 574.93 143.28 53.31 (52.09) 144.50 719.43
1 Scholarship 20.421.24 (27.13) 20.394.11 2.884.16 1.727.97 (1.688.52) 2 .923.61 23.317.72
Jackson Schol arshlp 114.32 (0.15) 114.17 8.32 9.09 (8.89) 8.52 122.651
Benton Mem. Scholarship 1.164.74 (1.55) 1.163.19 664.76 135.65 800.41 1.963.6C
•rill Scholarship Haverhill A 4.582.96 (6.09) 4.576.87 530.79 379.16 (123.50) 786.45 5.363.3!
;onservat1on Co Scholarship 0.00 6.177 42 (4.63) 6.172.79 0.00 258.50 258.50 6.431.2!
225.725.92 7.827 42 (305.82) 233.247.52 81.461.95 23.106.18 (13.235.09) 91 .333.04 324.580.51
,
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Mountain Lakes Water Dept
Mountain Lakes Water Lines & Equip




Balance Added Paid Income Balance
============ = ===:BSBSBSSB88CSSS2SS BBSS =======================
29,002.35 82.39 0.00 1.321.04 30,405.78
13,092.01 0.00 0.00 595.20 13,687.21
13,092.01 0.00 0.00 595.20 13.687.21
0.00 16 385.73 0.00 6.14 16,391.87
0.00 5 000.00 0.00 1.87 5,001.87
79,419.47 0.00 (75,000.00) 1,178.86 5,598.33
134,605.84 21 468.12 (75,000.00) 3,698.31 84,772.27
HAVERHILL, NH CAPITAL RESERVE ASSET ACTIVITY FOR 1993
Shares/ Balance Balance Income
Par Value Description Rate Maturity 01/01/93 Added Sold 12/31/93 for Year
==================================== ==================== =========================SC=SES3BBS33ZS3SZS33&B3B>!ISaBSCSBXESS
Fidelity US Treas MMF 28,400.00 47.000.00 (28.400.00) 47.000.00 433.63
12,908 Merrimack County SB 12,908.00 483.02 13,391.02 463.02
40,000 Lake Sunapee SB 3.750% 04/07/93 40,000.00 (40.000.00) 0.00 1,042.05
25,000 Lake Sunapee SB 5.000% 05/15/93 25.000.00 (25,000.00) 0.00 775.88
US Treasury 9.125% 12/31/92 0.00 0.00 456.25
25,000 US Treasury 7.625% 12/31/93 25.925.42 (25.925.42) 0.00 1,933.97
23,000 US Treasury 7.000% 01/15/94 0.00 23,407.83 (386.27) 23.021.56 (416.90)
Accrued inc. receivable 1.787.81 778.22 (1.787.81) 778.22 (1.009.59)
Cash 584.61 581.47 (584.61) 581.47 0.00
TOTALS 134,605.84
37
72.250.54 (122,084.11) 84.772.27 3,698.31
COMMON tuNU OF THE TOWN OF HAVERHILL FOR 1993
BEGINNING GAIN BALANCE MARKET
ASSET DESCRIPTION 01/01/93 ADDED SOLD (LOSS) 12/31/93 VALUE INCOME
'IDELITY US TREASURY INCOME PORTFOLIO 32,107.15 57,107 .15 (32, 107 • 15) 57,107.15 57,107.15 1 247.
1ASCOMA SB 8 8504 10/18/93 20,000.00 (20,000 .00) 0.00 0.00 1 787.
;S TREASURY NOTE 7 625* 12/31/93 15,198.44 (15, 115 •31) (63 .13) 0.00 0.00 1 450.
FED HOME LOAN BKS
JS TREASURY NOTE
8 6004 2/27/95 24,830.63 24,830.63 26,304.69 2 150.
9 500% 11/15/95 10,724.13 10,724.13 10,953.13 950.
FORD MOTOR CREDIT CORP NC 8 250% 07/15/96 23,628.29 23,628.29 26,968.75 2 062.
JC PENNEY CORP N/C 10 000% 10/15/97 26,200.38 26,200.38 28,812.50 2 500. (
MERR CNTY SB 165-004024 5 000% 04/28/97 0.00 15,000 00 15,000.00 15,000.00 71.
(
US TREASURY NOTE 8 875% 11/15/98 28,324.48 28,324.48 28,937.50 2 218.'
GEN MOTORS ACC CORP 5 500% 12/15/01 0.00 23,690 22 23,690.22 23,140.63 175.
TENN VALLEY A'JTH 7 •5 50% 10/15/01 0.00 16,027 50 16,027.50 16,204.69 384.
FNMA POOL 1070670 9 000% 07/01/06 12,365.49 (6,177 40) (307 09) 5,881.00 5, 928.14 815.
GNMA POOL 8950 8 250% 05/15/06 10,086.41 (1, 638 24) 112 62 8,560.79 9,708.70 827.1
GNMA POOL 23541 9 000% 11/15/08 7,814.60 (3,005 13) 30 05 4,839.52 5,250.84 651.
GNMA POOL 27987 9. 000% 11/15/08 13,926.69 (1,875 04) (14 05) 12,037.60 12,633.83 1 189.
BROWNING FERRIS CV 6 250% 08/15/12 0.00 3,018 00 3,018.00 3,015.00 19..
CANADIAN NATIONAL RR 14 .750* 9/01/12 17,403.74 (15,000 00) (2,403 74) 0.00 0.00 2 212.
XEROX CORP 13. 250% 09/01/14 29,894.00 29,894.00 26,250.00 3 312.
ABBOTT LABORATORIES 0.00 2,718 46 2,718.46 2,725.50 0.
SO.BERTO CULVER CO CL A 0.00 3, 935 33 3,935.33 3,843.00 21.
VTST FUND- EQUITY INCOME EXCHANGE SERIES 6,163.58 (5,736 59) 1,557 88 1,984.88 2,598.25 271.
BAUSCH i LOMB INC 0.00 2,747 88 2,747.88 2,665.00 0.(
BECTON DICKINSON 3,103.91 (2,751 81) (352 10) 0.00 0.00 52. (
BOEING CO 1,749.21 1,749.21 1,513.75 35.
CAPITAL HOLDING CORP 2,931.10 (1,447 07) 567 74 2,051.77 3,118.50 67. <
CONSOLIDATED NATURAL GAS 1,890.63 (2,302 02) 411 39 0.00 0.00 22.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 3,178.09 (1,101 53) 307 01 2,383.57 3,460.66 110.
INTEL CORP 0.00 2,062 88 2,062.88 2,232.00 5.
< MART PERC PFD 2,678.60 (2,593 60) (85 00) 0.00 0.00 0.
LILLY, ELI 1,567.08 (999 29) (567 79) 0.00 0.00 12.
LIZ CLAIBORNE INC 2,277 85 (1,328 60)' (949 25) 0.00 0.00 18..
<?.Y CZ?T STORES CO 0.00 1,619 37 1,619.37 1,811.25 41..
4ELVILLE CORP 0.00 1,548 05 1,548.05 1,218.75 34.
PEPSICO INC 0.00 2,745 40 2,745.40 3,024.75 11.
*OYAL DUTCK PETROLEUM 1,529.28 (1,652 40) 123 12 0.00 0.00 0.
SUPERVALU, INC. 2,383.33 2,383.33 3,262.50 74.
JS WEST 574.42 (1,920 93) 1,346 52 0.00 0.00 85.
-JALLACE COMPUTER SERVICES 1,770.34 1,770.34 2,540.63 44.
-iARNER LAMBERT CO 1,736.96 1,736.96 1,687.50 57.
&URK INDUSTRIES INC 2,865.02 2,865.02 2,053.13 66.
:ash 561.89 (47 47) 514.42 514.42 0.
BANKING ASSISTANCE TEES 0.00 0.00 0.00 (1 954.
rOTALS 307,187.87 134,498 09 (116,799 56) (305 82) 324,580.56 334,685.36 23 106.
38
Respectfully Submitted
James E. Graham, Treasurer
Trustee of Trus/tf Fu»ds
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
I hereby submit the following report of funds received
by me and paid over to the Town Treasurer, from January
1, 1993 thru December 31, 1993.
Dr.
Automobile Permits
Dog Licenses & Fines
1992 Dog Licenses sold in 1993
1993 Dog Licenses sold
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Administrative Building. N. Haverhill (Box 108, Woodsville, N.H. 03785) • 603-787-6941
^HAW^"-
Grafton County Commissioners would like to take this
opportunity to present our report to the citizens of Grafton
County. We continue our goals of efficient county services and
work diligently to maintain prudent budgets and tax requirements.
In keeping with the Town of Littleton's theme of "Our
Volunteers", we are proud to pay tribute to the many volunteers
serving the county home, the correctional facility and other
agencies, schools, hospitals, etc., throughout Grafton County.
At the Grafton County Department of Corrections we are
blessed to have Dick and Betty Abbott teaching two Thresholds/
Decisions classes a year, which has appreciably reduced the
recidivism rate. We also commend Bruce Newton for his work in
alcohol and narcotics programs, Kathy Lovell for her substance
abuse counselling program and Ralph Hysong for special services.
The Grafton County Nursing Home receives many vounteer hours
from local citizens and the RSVP program. The Nursing Home holds
a special Recognition Day to honor these valuable volunteers.
The Commissioners nominate individuals and groups to receive
the Governor'.' s Volunteer Recognition award in September. This
year's individual award went to Leslie Backstrom for bringing new
programs, volunteers and funds to the Warren school, and the
Grafton County RSVP Knitters Group received the group award for
12,000 hours and 1400 knit items completed and distributed to
schools, hospitals and other agencies.
We apologize for not being able to recognize all volunteers
in this short space. However, we are fortunate to have so many
throughout Grafton County that it would be hard to name them all.
Grafton County Commissioners have had an active year working
on long range planning for equipment and space needs and on other
progressive projects such as the expansion to the Nursing Home's
Special Needs Unit. The County Corrections Facility is now using
electronic monitoring at inmate expense to allow house arrest,
and the County Farm has reduced its payroll with the installation
of a new milk line system. As with towns, we continue to be
frustrated by ever expanding federal and state cost shifting.
In closing, we wish to express our sincere appreciation to
local officials, agencies and the public for cooperating in our
efforts to better serve the citizens of Grafton County. And
please remember that the Commissioners are at your service for
local government education forums and slide show presentations.
Commissioners meet Tuesdays at 9:00AM, and may be reached at




Betty Jo Taffe, Chairman (District #3)
Barbara B. Hill, Vice Chairman (District #1)
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk (District #2)
County Government Week
Thresholds Recognition
Commissioners Betty Jo Taffe and Raymond S. Burton
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MINUTES OF 199 3 ANNUAL MEETING
PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL CORNER
HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
The 1993 Annual Meeting of the Precinct of Haverhill Corner was
held on Wednesday, March 24, 1993 at 7:30 PM, at the Parish House
in Haverhill, New Hampshire. Victor Smith, Moderator, called the
meeting to order at 7:34 PM. Walter Morris, Bill Koch and Earl
Aremburg being Precinct Commissioners were present. Mr. Smith
read the posted warrant for 1993. Mr. Smith noted that all those
voting on the articles need to be qualified voters of the
Precinct. Mr. Smith corrected Article 4, replacing the term of
one year to three years.
ARTICLE 1: TO ELECT A MODERATOR FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
Victor Smith was nominated, he declined to accept nomination.
Jim Brown was nominated, he also declined to accept nomination.
Mary Campbell nominated Carl Eisner, seconded by Vesta Smith.
Earl Aremburg moved that nominations be closed and that the clerk
cast one ballot for Carl Eisner, seconded by Bill Foster. By
voice vote the Moderator, Victor Smith, declared Mr. Eisner
moderator. Mr. Eisner to begin duties as moderator at the close
of article six, when all other elected officials are sworn in.
ARTICLE 2: TO ELECT A CLERK FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
Marcia Belyea was nominated for clerk, she declined to accept
nomination. Earl Aremburg nominated Mimi Emory, Vesta Smith
seconded. Mimi Emory was not present, Earl Aremburg stated that
Mrs. Emory would accept the nomination. Bill Foster moved that
the nominations be closed and the clerk cast one ballot for Mimi
Emory, Steve Campbell seconded. By voice vote the Moderator
declared Mimi Emory the clerk.
ARTICLE 3: TO HEAR AND ACCEPT THE REPORTS OF THE TREASURER,
OTHER AGENTS AND MINUTES AS PRINTED IN THE TOWN REPORT.
Earl Aremburg moved the article to accept the reports as printed
in the Town Report, seconded by Bill Koch. Herb Morse pointed
out that there is no date on the Auditor's report, page 101 in
the town report. Mr. Morse felt this should be done. It was
noted that this is as it appears in last years report. The
Moderator asked the clerk to so note. The Moderator called for a
voice vote, declaring the article a vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6: TO ELECT AN AUDITOR FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
ARTICLE 4:
THREE YEARS.
TO ELECT ONE PRECINCT COMMISSIONER FOR THE TERM OF
Walter Morris was nominated for Precinct Commissioner for the
term of three years, he declined. Carl Eisner nominated Herb
Morse, seconded by Vesta Smith. Mike Lavoie moved
that the nominations be closed and the clerk cast on ballot for
Herb Morse, seconded by Mary Campbell. By voice vote the
Moderator declared Herb Morse Precinct Commissioner for the term
of three years. Steve Campbell expressed appreciation for Walter
Morris' service as Commissioner. Commissioner Bill Koch
presented a gift certificate to Walter, as a token of apprecia-
tion for his many years of service.
ARTICLE 5: TO ELECT A TREASURER FOR THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.
Vesta Smith nominated Jean Conklin, seconded by Mary Campbell.
Mike Lavoie moved that the nominations be closed and the clerk
cast one ballot for Jean Conklin, seconded by Bill Foster. By
voice vote the Moderator declared Jean Conklin elected treasurer.
Mike Lavoie nominated Jim Barber, the Moderator stated that Mr.
Barber had instructed him to decline the nomination as Mr. Barber
did not wish to be re-elected. Mary Campbell nominated Alan
Willey, seconded by Earl Aremburg. Homer May moved that the
nominations be closed and the clerk cast one ballot for Alan
Willey, seconded by Vesta Smith. By a voice vote the Moderator
declared Alan Willey auditor. All elected officers were sworn in
by outgoing Moderator, Victor Smith. Mimi Emory was not
present. Newly elected Moderator, Carl Eisner, took over the
meeting.
ARTICLE 7: TO SEE IF THE PRECINCT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
PRECINCT COMMISSIONERS TO BORROW MONEY TO PROVIDE FOR THE CURRENT
EXPENSES, OR FOR EMERGENCIES UNTIL THE TAXES ARE COLLECTED AND
GIVE NOTE FOR SAME.
Homer May moved the article, seconded by Victor Smith. Homer
asked if there had been any delays. Alan Willey answered no.
Being no further discussion the Moderator called for a voice
vote, the article was declared passed.
ARTICLE 8: TO SEE IF THE PRECINCT WILL VOTE TO HENCEFORTH
INDEMNIFY AND SAVE HARMLESS FROM LOSS OR DAMAGE ANY PERSON
EMPLOYED BY IT, FROM PERSONAL LOSS AND EXPENSE INCLUDING LEGAL
FEES AND COSTS ARISING OUT OF ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, SUIT, OR
JUDGMENT: BY REASON OF NEGLIGENCE, OMISSION, OR OTHER ACT WHILE
ACTING WITHIN THE SCOPE OF HIS OR HER EMPLOYMENT OF OFFICE.
Mary Campbell moved the article, seconded by Victor Smith. Bill
Koch spoke to this, explaining that the Precinct would be
responsible for a $1,000.00 deductible in the event of a law
suit. This replaces the current insurance that has a $500.00
deductible. Bill noted that this is with a different insurance
company and that it saves the Precinct roughly $3,000.00-
$4,000.00 per year. Victor Smith noted concern of the
"negligence" part to the article, Bill noted
that this is the standard clause used. Homer May asked if this
included the Fire Department. Bill Koch stated that it does
cover them as does it also cover the rescue squad. Being no
further discussion the Moderator called for a voice vote, the
Moderator declared the article passed.
ARTICLE 9: TO RAISE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY FOR THE ENSUING YEAR AS
PRINTED IN THE BUDGET.
Victor Smith moved the article, seconded by Linda Smith. There
was discussion on the increase in the line item of insurance Alan
Willey explained that this is due to a change in line allocation.
The article was moved to raise the amount of $51,850.00,
$23,500.00 to be raised by taxes. Being no further discussion
the Moderator called for a voice vote, the Moderator declared
the article passed.
ARTICLE 10: TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS PROPER TO COME
BEFORE THIS MEETING.
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Homer May asked the commissioners to explain how the water
department was doing. Bill Koch explained that it continued to
be doing well. There is a good water supply, the new well is
paying off. Bill presented to persons present, a detailed list
of water tests done from 1985-1992, Steve Campbell stated that
he felt this was a good piece of information and that he hoped it
would be made available to the public, noting that the library
would be a good place. Homer May asked if there had been any
request for water hook ups. No, there had not been any according
to the commissioners. Mary Campbell asked if both the shallow
and deep wells were using the same water supplies, the answer
given was that they could be using several that could ultimately
be from the same source.
Homer May asked if the Fire Department still had the fire truck
that was replaced last year. Bill Koch stated tat yes, we do
still have this truck, the firemen are paying for the insurance
on this truck from their own monies raised at the flea markets.
Homer had felt the truck was to be sold, and the monies received
used to offset the taxes. Mike Lavoie addressed this, stating
that the prices offered were not worth accepting in the sense
that the price was the same as a pickup truck. The firemen felt
they would like to keep it verses "giving" it away, and have
agreed to pay the $500.00 that it costs to insure it. Another
reason that the firemen would like to keep the truck, is that in
the event of a brush fire that could be used and that in mud
season it would be lighter to get across the mud then the new
truck. Mike also noted that it should be minimal for upkeep and
that if there were a major problem they would not be spending
lots of money. Homer asked how many "rolling" fire trucks the
department had. Mike stated a Class A pumper, two tankers, and a
backup engine.
Steve Campbell expressed his appreciation for services
received from the outgoing officers.
Norma Lavoie asked if the water rent was going back to the $24.00
a quarter, the commissioners stated yes, the next quarter bill
will reflect this.
Vesta Smith moved the meeting be adjourned, seconded by Greta
Morris. The Moderator called for a voice vote, the meeting was
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MINUTES OF THE WOODSV I LLE FIRE DISTRICT'S ANNUAL MEETING
HELD TUESDAY MARCH 16. 1993
e meeting was called to order at 7:30 PM at the Woodsvllle
ementary School by Moderator Gary Wood. Mr. Wood then read
e Warrant In Its entirety.
TICLE 1: To choose a Moderator.
y Ho I den nominated Gary Wood. As there were no further
ml nations. Jay moved to have nominations cease and have the
erk cast one ballot for Gary Wood.
ARTICLE 8: To choose one member of the Recreation Committee
for a Term of Five Years.
TICLE 2: To choose a Clerk.
y Hoi den nominated Brenda Jewett. As there were no further
ml nations. Jay moved to have nominations cease and have the
erk cast one ballot for Brenda Jewett.
TICLE 3: To choose a Treasurer.
y Holden nominated Allen Wright. As there were no further
ml nations. Jay moved to have the nominations cease and have
e Clerk cast one ballot for Allen Wright.
TICLE 4: To choose a Auditor.
y Holden nominated Roger Welch. As there were no further
mi nations. Jay moved to have the nominations cease and have
e Clerk cast one ballot for Roger Welch.
IT I CLE 6: To choose one Library Trustee for a Term of One
year .
iy Holden nominated Melissa Gould. As there were no further
xn I nations. Jay moved to have nominations cease and have the
erk cast one ballot for Melissa Gould.
IT l CLE 6: To choose one District Commissioner for a Term
of Three Years.
iy Holden nominated Larry Corey. As there were no further
xn i nations. Jay moved to have nominations cease and have the
erk cast one ballot for Larry Corey.
IT I CLE 7: To choose one Water & Light Commissioner for a
Term of Three Years.
iy Holden nominated Mike Dannehy. As there were no further
xnlnatlons. Jay moved to have nominations cease and have the
lerk cast one ballot for Mike Dannehy.
Jay Holden moved to amend the Article to say "have the Dis-
trict Commissioners appoint one member of the Recreation
Committee for a term of five years." This was seconded by
Craig Jewett and unanimously approved.
ARTICLE 9: To hear the Reports of the Officers heretofore
chosen and to pass any vote relating thereto.
Jay Holden moved the question. Larry Corey stated that there
were a few corrections to be made to the financial reports.
On page 115 under the Waste Water Treatment Plant Fund Bal-
ance, the total should be $199,092.93. Also on Page 115. the
Precinct Operating Checking Account should be $40,035.04.
These two changes make the Total Fund Balance $342,934.76.
The next correction was to page 117. The Labor Component for
the 1993 budget of the Water Treatment Plant should be the
amount of $42,675.00. This brings the total of this budget
to $250,350.00.
After a bit of discussion. Jay Holden moved the question.
Mike Vlttum seconded the motion. It was so voted to accept
the reports as printed In the Town Report by an unanimous
vote.
ARTICLE 10: To see If the District will vote to authorize
the District Commissioners to issue Interest
bearing notes In anticipation of taxes and other
revenues of the financial year, to provide for
current maintenance and operation expenses.
The article was moved by Jay Holden. seconded by Mike Vlttum
and unanimously approved.
ARTICLE 11: To see If the district will vote to authorize
the Board of Commissioners to apply for, receive
and expend federal and state grants which may
become available during the course of the year.
In accordance with RSA 31:95-b and also to
accept and expend money from any other govern-
mental unit or private source be used for
purposes for which the district may legally
appropriate money.
Jay Holden moved the article, seconded by Wilfred Hill and
unanimously approved.
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ARTICLE 12: To see If the District will vote to name the
Commissioners as Trustees and Agents for the
Streets and Sidewalks Fund and the Truck Re-
placement Fund.
Jay Holden moved the article, which was seconded by Craig
Jewett. Dick Guy made a motion to amend the article to add
"and Ambulance Fund." This was seconded by Mike Vlttum.
After a bit of discussion, the motion to move the question
was made by Jay Holden and seconded by Bob Williams. The
amended article was adopted by unanimous vote.
At this time of the meeting, the Moderator administered the
Oath of Office to those whom were elected earlier.
ARTICLE 13: To see If the District will vote to Install a
Sludge Dewatering System at the Wastewater
Treatment Plant; and to authorize the Commis-
sioners to withdraw a sum not to exceed
$175,000.00 from the Wastewater Reserve Fund for
this purpose.
Jay Holden moved the Article, which was seconded by Steve
Robblns. Larry Corey moved to amend the article to read
"To see If the District will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum to install a sludge dewatering system at the Wastewater
Treatment Plant; and to authorize the Commissioners to with-
draw a sum not to exceed $175,000.00 from the Wastewater
Reserve Fund for this purpose.
All those were In favor to the amendment of the motion.
After discussion the adopted amendment was unanimously ap-
proved .
ARTICLE 14: To see If the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $14,000.00 for the re-
construction of the basketball courts at the
Woodsville Community Field.
Jay Holden moved the Article, which was seconded by Regis
Roy. Roland Moore asked for a breakdown of the cost. Jay
Holden spoke on this with a detailed explanation of the cost
and materials to be used. After further discussion, the
Article was passed by an unanimous vote.
Ed Young moved to make a motion to take the amount of
$17,432.71 plus accrued interest from the Ambulance Reserve
Fund and add this to the General Operating Checking Account.
This was seconded by Earlene Young. After much discussion,
the motion was defeated as stated.
Ed Young then made a motion to create a Capitol Reserve Fund
for an Emergency Building. This was seconded by Earlene
Young. After a lengthy discussion, Mr. Young withdrew his
mot Ion.
Ed Young then made a motion to rename the Emergency Building
Fund to be able to use this money for repairs or for a new
building. This was seconded by Earlene Young.
Dick Guy moved to amend the motion to Emergency Service
Building Fund to be used for maintenance, additions or re-
placement of building. This was seconded by Earlene Young.
As there was no further discussion of the amendment of the
motion. Jay Holden moved the question. This amendment was
unanimously approved.
Larry Corey made a motion to have the Water & Light Commis-
sioners be named as Agents to the Water Treatment Plant Fund.
This motion was seconded by Mike Vittum, and unanimously
approved.
In other business, Larry Corey stated that at last year's
meeting, the Commissioners were asked to check on the price
for an independent audit. Mr. Corey stated the information
that they had obtained regarding this matter.
As there was no further business to be transacted. Jay Holden
moved to adjourn, which was seconded by Craig Jewett and un-
animously approved. The Moderator declared the meeting
adjourned at 8:50 PM.
Minutes taken by:
3<
renda L X Jewett
ARTICLE 15: To raise and appropriate such sums as may be
necessary for the coming year, including all
Departments.
Jay Holden moved the Article which was seconded by Bob Will-
iams. Larry Corey moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,230,091.77. As there was no discussion, the article was
unanimously approved as stated.
ARTICLE 16: To transact any other business that may legally
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Moderator Peter Olander opened the Annual Meeting at 18:10 AM,
he then separated the voters from the non-voters.
The Mode rat or t urned the meeting over to Commissioner Phy 1 1 i s
Porter. She explained the reason for Commissioner Charlie
Herd man' s absence from the meeting. Char 1 ie has been in the
hospital recovering from surgery, his wife Gai 1 explained that
he is doing much better. At t orney Gardner is not here because
he is recovering from a recent heart attack. He is home and
coming along nicely.
Every year at this time, the District Commissioners may choose
to recognize some members who have been helpful to the
Community during the year. The people in this room know that
this community would not run if it weren't for the goodwill and
the good actions of the people within. The Commissioners can
look at almost everyone in this room and say thank you for what
you have contributed to our Community in the past year. We
again have to thank Donald Hasbrouck, he has spent hours and
hours helping OB with many district chores.
There are two people the Commissioners would like to
speci f ical ly recognize this year. The first is a gentleman who
has given a number of hours to this Community.
GOOD GUY AWARD - Bill Schmitt
The Man of the Year is given to an individual who has been a
great help to this community over the years, his expertise has
been invaluable.
MAN OF THE YEAR - Gordon White
ARTICLE 1:
To elect the fol lowing Di strict Officers:
- A Moderator for the term of one <1) year:
Peter Olander was nominated, as there were no other
nominations, nominations were closed. Peter Olander was
el ect ed Mode rat or for the term of one < 1 ) year.
- A Commissioner for the term of three (3) years:
Sam Roudebush was nominated, as there were no other
nominations, nominations were closed. Sam Roudebush was
elected Commissioner for the term of three (3) years.
- A District Clerk for the term of one (1) yearz
Pam Miller was nominated, as there were no other nominations,
nominations were closed. Pam Miller was elected as District
Clerk for the term of one (1) year.
- A Treasurer for the term of one (1) year:
Don Hasbrouck was nominated, as there were no other
nominations, nominations were closed. Don Hasbrouck was
elected as Treasurer for the term of one (1) ye&ir.
ARTICLE 2:
To see what sum the District will vote to appropriate to pay
the expenses of the District during the 1993 fiscal year for
the purposes set forth in the District budget.
MOTION made by Commissioner Phyllis Porter to appropriate
172,503 to pay the expenses of- the District during the 1993
fiscal year for the purposes set forth in the District budget.





To see if the District will approve the budget including
revenues and expense proposed by the Commissioners for the
operation of the Water Department for the 1993 fiscal year.
(January 1 to December 31, 1993)
MOTION made by Commissioner Phyllis Porter for expenditure of
*74,925 for the operation of the Water Department for the
fiscal year of April 1, 1993 to March 31, 1994.
SECONDED by Don Hasbrouck
Discussion fol lowed
Water Bill will be «3®0. 00 for the Fiscal Year of April 1, 1993




To see if the District will establish a reserve account for the
Water Department and direct that all funds remaining at the end
of the 1992 fiscal year shall be deposited in such reserve
account for the purpose of replacing water lines and equipment
of the Water Department.
MOTION made by Sam Roudebush to see if the District will add to
the capital reserve account for the Water Department and direct
that all funds remaining at the end of each fiscal year shall
be deposited in such reserve account for the purpose of
replacing wat er lines and equipment of the Water Department.
Such reserve shall be established only from surplus from water
revenues and no part thereof shall be made from appropriations
by said District, city or town.





To see if the District will vote to authorize the Commissioners
to take whatever act i on is necessary to close out the Monteau
Enterprise Account.
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MOTION nade by Comm i s 5 i oner Phyllis Porter to see if the
District will vote to authorize the Commissioners to take
whatever action is necessary to close out the Monteau
Enterprise Account.





To see if the Distract will appropriate the sum of $5,000 for
the purpose of an alternative source of water for the Water
Depart ment
.
MOTION made by Commissioner Phyllis Porter that the District
appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the purpose of an alternative
source of water for the Water Department.
MOTION by Buster Miller to pass over Article 8
SECONDED by Bill Morrow
Discussion followed
VOTED: YES, unanimous
THE MOTION TO PASS OVER ARTICLE 8 WAS PASSED
ARTICLE 10:
To see if the District will appropriate the sum of $£5,000 for
the new position of District Administrator and to authorize the
Commissioners to hire a District Administrator.
MOTION made to table Article 10 for 1993
SECONDED
VOTED: YES, unanimous
ARTICLE 10 TO TABLE ARTICLE 10 WAS PASSED





To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of
$5,000 for repairing the District tennis and basketball courts.
MOTION made by Commissioner Phyllis Porter that the District
appropriate the sum of $4,500 for repairing the District tennis
court by the lake and the basketball court.




MOTION to go to ARTICLE 9 then to return to ARTICLE S
Motion Seconded
ARTICLE 9;
To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of
$16,000 for Phase I of repairing and rebuilding the District
tennis courts.
MOTION made by Commissioner Phyllis Porter that the District
vote to appropriate the sum of $1£,000 for Phase I of repairing
and rebuilding the District tennis courts near the Lodge.





To see if the District will vote to authorize the Board of
Commissioners to establish or amend fees as provided in RSA
41;9-a, which required the Commissioners prior to the
establishment or amendment to fees to hold a public hearing, to
give notice at least seven days prior to the hearing by posting
in two public places in the District and by publication once in
a newspaper, and the notice shall include the proposed schedule
of fees.
MOTION made by Commissioner Phyllis Porter for the District to
vote to authorize the Board of Commissioners to establish or
amend fees as provided in RSA 41:9-a, which requires the
Commissioners prior to the establishment or amendment to fees
to hold a public hearing, to give notice at least seven days
prior to the hearing by posting in two public places in the
District and by publication once in a newspaper, and the notice
shall include the proposed schedule of fees.





To see if the District will vote to incur debt in anticipation
of taxes and other revenue of the financial year in order to
pay current maintenance and operation expenses and to issue
notes therefore in conformity with the New Hampshire Municipal
Finance Act, RSA Chapter 33.
MOTION was made to incur debt in anticipation of taxes and
other revenue of the financial year in order to current
maintenance and operational expenses.
ARTICLE 8:
To see what sum the District will vote to appropriate and to
withdraw from the capital reserve fund for the financing of the
acquisition of recreation equipment or the construction of








To see if the District will vote to authorize
the Commissioners
to hire a Certified Public Accountant or Public
Accountant to
perform an audit of accounts, as provided m RSA El J.1?-
MOTION made to see if District will hire a
Certified Public






To transact any other business
before the Di strict Meeting.
that may legally be brought
Resident Irwi n Shapi ro n sited to speak, I just came a few
minutes ago from downstairs and I want to tell you, that in the
nine years that I have lived here I have never seen it look
like that down there. I am astounded, I recommend that
everyone attending this meeting take a walk through there and
see what the bathrooms look like and what the other facility
looks like, I just want to commend the Commissioners and OB
for the job that they have done. It looks like it is brand new
and at very little expense and I think in general as a personal
comment, that this District has been run the last year better
than it has in prev ious years.
Phyllis Porter, at this time, thanked the staff, OB, Georgia
and Sherry for all their help and all the members of the
community as well once again. She particularly wants to thank
Joe O'Brien as he leaves as Commissioner for what he has
contributed to the District in the last few years.
MOTION TO ADJOURN
SECONDED
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Due from other funds
Due from other governments
Water distribution system, net (Notes 5 & 8)
Machinery and equipment (Note 7)
Land and buildings (Note 7)
Amount to be provided for retirement







Fund Types Fund Types Account Group Totals (Memorandum Only)
Enterprise- Capital General December 31, December 31,












$36,641 $368.517 $26,184 $319.559 $750,901
5,764
$782.854
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $1,426 $5360
Deferred revenue (Note 6) 18,750
Due to other funds 9371
General obligation debt payable (Note 9) 235,000
Total Liabilities 10,997 259,310
Fund Equity:
Investment in general fixed assets
Retained earnings 92,331
Retained earnings - designated (Note 11) 16,876
Fund Balances:




25,644Total Fund Equity 109,207
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
for the
FISCAL YEAR
July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1993
ORGANIZATION OF
HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Raymond Aremburg Term Expires 1995
Patricia Buchanan Term Expires 1994
Wayne Fortier, Chai rman Term Expires 1995
Robert Maccini Term Expires 1994
Everett Sawyer Term Expires 1996
Gary Scruton Term Expires 1994








Douglas B. Mcdonald, Ed.D.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Keith M. Pfeifer, Ph.D.
Linda J. Nelson
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Haverhill Cooperative School District
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Haverhill Cooperative
Middle School gymnasium, North Haverhill, New Hampshire on the
24th day of March, 1994, polls to be open for the election of
District Officers at 10 o'clock in the forenoon and to close
not earlier than 7 o'clock in the afternoon. Action on all
remaining articles to commence at 7:30 o'clock in the
afternoon
.
ARTICLE 1: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a moderator
for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, three members
of the school board; one member at- large for a
term of three years, one member from the pre-
existing Woodsville District for a term of three
years, and one member from the pre-existing
Haverhill District for a term of three years.
ARTICLE 3: To hear the reports of agents, auditors,
committees or officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the District will vote to elect the
moderator, clerk, treasurer and members of the
Haverhill Cooperative School Board by separate
ballot at the annual town meeting in Haverhill,
New Hampshire as allowed by and in accordance
with RSA 671:22. Such action shall not take
effect until the calendar year 1995. Those
elected in March 1995 shall take office at the
close of the 1995 Haverhill town meeting;
however, if the 1995 annual school district
meeting is held subsequent to the 1995 town
meeting, those elected (except treasurer) shall
take office at the close of the 1995 annual
school district meeting, and the treasurer shall
take office at the close of the 1995 fiscal year
of the Haverhill Cooperative School District.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the District will vote to authorize
the Haverhill Cooperative School Board to sell
the Haverhill Academy land and buildings located
in Haverhill corner, New Hampshire (comprised of
Pearson Hall, Haverhill Academy and Alumni Hall
on 3.99 acres, more or less) upon such terms and
conditions as the Haverhill Cooperative School
Board deems appropriate, and to authorize the
chairperson of said School Board to sign and
execute any and all documents necessary of
attendant thereto.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the district will vote to allocate to
the Capital Reserve Fund an amount equal to 501
of the unencumbered balance for the fiscal year
1993-94 not to exceed the sum of twenty-five
thousand dollars.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the District will vote to adopt the
checklist for the Town of Haverhill, New
Hampshire as the checklist for the Haverhill
Cooperative School District meetings, in
accordance with RSA 671:15, said adoption to
take effect at the end of the 1994 annual school
district meeting.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the School District will vote to
approve the factfinder's recommendation dated
February, 1994 relating to teacher salary
increases, health insurance coverage, and extra
curricular salaries relative to negotiations
between the Haverhill Cooperative School Board
and the Haverhill Cooperative Education
Association which calls for the following






and, further, to raise and appropriate the sum
of * Dollars for the 1993-94 fiscal year as a
deficit appropriation, which sum represents the
additional cost attributable to the increase in
salaries and benefits over those paid in prior
fiscal year. (* The School Board had not
received the Factfinders Report as of the
printing date for the Town Report. Figures will
be presented at the School District Meeting.)
ARTICLE 9: To see what sum of money the district will raise
the appropriate to fund all cost items relative
to support staff salaries and fringe benefits
for the 1994-95 school year, which are the
result of the collective bargaining agreement
between the Haverhill Cooperative School Board
and the Haverhill Cooperative Support Staff/NEA-
NH and which represents the negotiated increase
over the 1993-94 salaries and fringe benefits.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the District will vote to appropriate
$2,550 to help support, with other school
districts, the case of the Claremont School
District et al vs. Governor et al, a court
challenge to the constitutionality of New
Hampshire's method of funding public education
through near total reliance on local property
taxes. (Article by petition. The Haverhill
Cooperative School Board recommends this
appropriation.)
to be raised by taxes by the town.
ARTICLE 12: To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.








HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL BOARD
ARTICLE 11: To see what sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for
the salaries of school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the district, and to authorize
the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from
the state foundation aid fund together with
other income; the school board to certify to the
selectmen the balance between the estimated
revenue and the appropriation which balance is
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Annual Meeting
Haverhill Cooperative School District
March 18, 1993
















E. June Hill was sworn in as Deputy Moderator.
Pursuant to the warrant, the meeting convened in the
cafeteria of the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School
at 10:00 AM on March 18, 1993.
Moderator Pro Tem E. June Hill called the meeting to
order at 10:00 AM for the purpose of acting on
Article I and II, with ,action on the remaining
Articles to be deferred until 7:30 PM. The ballot
box was examined by Ray Aremburg and Bill Home and
found to be empty. The ballot box was locked and
the polls were declared open until 7:00 PM.
The polls were declared closed at 7:00 PM and the
ballot box was opened and the ballots were counted.
The ballot counters were: Bruce Simonds, John
Aldrich, Irwin Shapiro and Tom Friel.
Moderator Karl T. Bruckner called the meeting to
order at 7:45 PM in the gymnasium of the Haverhill
Cooperative Middle School.
ARTICLE 1: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a
Moderator for the ensuing year.
The Moderator announced the results of balloting:
91 for Karl Bruckner and 140 for Jonathan Rutstein.
A small number of votes were cast for various other
individuals. Mr. Rutstein was declared elected.
ARTICLE 2 : To choose, by non-partisan ballot, two
members of the school board, one
member at large for a term of one
year; and one member at large for a
term of three years.
Mr. Bruckner announced the results of balloting:
for one member at large for a term of one year - 32
for Jack Brill, 101 for Homer May, 123 for Gary
Scruton and a small number of votes were cast for
various other individuals; for one member at large
for a term of three years - 101 for Bill Dolak, 155
for Everett Sawyer and a small number of votes were
cast for various other individuals. The Moderator
declared Mr. Scruton and Mr. Sawyer duly elected.
The newly elected officers will take office upon the
adjournment of this meeting.
ARTICLE 3: To hear the reports of Agents,
Auditors, Committees or officers
chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Jay Holden moved to accept the reports of Agents,
Auditors, Committees or officers chosen as written
in the annual report. Vesta Smith seconded the
motion.
At this time Wayne Fortier presented Jack Brill with
a plaque representing his six years on the school
board and all the hard work and time he has
contributed to the building project.
Jack Brill thanked the board, and committee members
for the opportunity to have worked with them and for
all their help.
The motion was passed by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 4: To see if the district will vote to
allocate to the capital reserve fund
an amount equal to 501 of the
unencumbered balance for the fiscal
year 1991-92 not to exceed the sum of
twenty- five thousand dollars.
Wayne Fortier moved that the district allocate to
the Capital Reserve fund an amount equal to 50% of
the unemcumbered balance for the fiscal year 1992-93
not to exceed the sum of twenty- five thousand
dollars. Mr. Fortier made note that the warrant
read 1991-92 but should have been 1992-93. Victor
Smith seconded the motion. The motion was passed by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: To see what sum of money the district
will raise and appropriate as a
supplemental appropriation for fiscal
year 92-93, to fund all cost items
relative to teachers' salaries and
frinqe benefits for the 1992-93 school
year, which are the result of the
collective bargaininq agreement aqreed
to between the Haverhill Cooperative
School Board and the Haverhill
Cooperative Teachers Association/NEA-
NH and which represent the neqotiated
increase over the 1991-92 salaries and
fringe benefits.
Robert Maccini stated that since the Haverhill
Cooperative School Board and Haverhill Cooperative
Education Association are at impasse, he moved to
pass over the article. William Foster seconded the
motion. The motion was passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6: To see what sum of money the district
will raise and appropriate to fund all
cost items relative to teachers'
salaries and fringe benefits for the
1993-94 school year, which are the
result of a collective bargaining
agreement agreed to between the
Haverhill Cooperative School Board and
the Haverhill Cooperative Teachers
Association/NEA-NH and which
represents the negotiated increase
over the 1992-93 salaries and fringe
benefits.
Robert Maccini moved to pass over the article.
Julius Tueckhardt seconded but requested that a
representative of the teachers association explain
to the public what the teachers are requestinq.
Regis Roy stated that they were not allowed to
discuss it at this time.
The motion to pass over the article was passed by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the District will raise and
appropriate the sum of $9,903 to
provide a part-time art program at
Woodsville Elementary School. (By
Petition)
Miles Conklin moved the article as read. Vesta
Smith seconded the motion. Mr. Conklin explained
that an art teacher would be hired to work two days
per week at the Woodsville Elementary School.
Following discussion as to employee benefits,
Charlotte Bishop moved for voting to be done by
paper ballot. Cheryl Towne seconded this motion.
Moderator Bruckner called for voice vote. William
Foster and Julius Tueckhardt volunteered to do a
head count. The results were: 92 - no and 84 -
yes. The article did not pass.
ARTICLE 8: To see what sum of money the District
will raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries
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of school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the district,
and to authorize the application
against said appropriation of such
sums as are estimated to be received
from the state foundation aid fund
together with other income; the school
board to certify to the selectmen the
balance between the estimated revenue
and the appropriation which balance is
to be raised by taxes by the town.
Jeff Stimson moved that the district raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,431,895.00 for the
suppoart of schools, for the salaries of school
district officials and agents, and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation
of such sums as are estimated to be received from
the state foundation aid fund together with other
income; the school board to certify to the selectmen
the balance between the estimated revenue and the
appropriation which balance is to be raised by taxes
by the town. Julius Tueckhardt seconded the motion.
Irwin Shapiro moved to amend the budget to see if
the district will raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,463,102.00 for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agent, and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district, and to authorize the application against
said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to
be received from the state foundation aid fund
together with other income; the school board to
certify to the selectmen the balance between the
estimated revenue and the appropriation which
balance is to be raised by taxes by the town. Jay
Holden seconded this motion.
The difference of $31,207.00 is for a teachers
salary and benefits which had been cut from the
budget at the middle school level.
The amendment was passed by a voice vote.
Homer May moved the budget for the coming year be
the same amount as expended in 1991-92,
$5,036,479.00 and all warrant articles passed be
paid for from this amount. Love Davis seconded
Homer May's motion.
Homer May then reguested a paper ballot vote. After
inspection of the ballot box, the ballot vote was
taken and counted by Bill Dolack, Mary Bartkowski,
Karl Bruckner and Lynda Fredenberg. The results of
this ballot vote were: 65 - yes, and 137 - no.
Homer May's amended motion to reduce the budget to
$5,036,479.00 for the 1993-94 school year did not
pass.
Jay Holden moved to vote on the amount of
$5,463,102.00 for Article 8. Robert Blake seconded
the motion. The motion to move the question was
passed by voice vote.
Following inspection of the ballot box, the ballot
vote was taken and counted by Bill Dolack, Mary
Bartkowski, Karl Bruckner and Lynda Fredenberg. The
results were: 138 yes votes, 61 no votes. The sum
of $5,463,102.00 was passed.
Jay Holden moved to adjourn the meeting. Julius
Tueckhardt seconded the motion.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:05 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Lynda Fredenberg, Clerk
Haverhill Cooperative School District
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[100 RFJGUIAR PPTCPAh'S FUNCTION TOTAL
1200 SPECIAL PROGRAMS RINCTION TOTAL
1270 GIFTED AND TALENTED RINCTION TOTAL
1300 VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS FUNCTION TOTAL
1410 COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES FUNCTION TOTAL
1420 SUMMER SOm. RINCTION TOTAL
1600 AUHT FDUCAT10N RINCTION TOTAL
2112 ATTENDANCE RUCTION TOTAL
2120 GUIDANCE SERVICES FUNCTION TOTAL
2125 RECORD MAINTENANCE FUNCTION TOTAL
2130 HEALTH SERVICES FUNCTION TOTAL
2)40 rsYcmrxncAL servtcfs rwction total
2150 SPEECH AND AUDTOICGY FUNCTION TOTAL
2159 SPEECH-SIM IFR SCHOOL FUNCTION TOTAL
2190 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES-PUPILS FUNCTION TOTAL
2212 INSTRUCnON/CURRiaiLUM DEVELOPMENT FUNCTION TOTAL
2213 INST STAFF TRAINING FUNCTION TOTAL
2221 EOUOmONAL MEDIA SUPERVISION FUNCTION TOTAL
2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY FUNCTION TOTAL
2223 AUDIOVISUAL RINCTION TOTAL
2311 SCJCOL BOARD RJNCTION TOTAL
2312 CLERK OF THE BOARD RINCTION TOTAL
2313 D1SIR1CT TREASURER RJNCTION lOTAL
2314 ELECTIONS AND DISTRICT MEETINGS RINCTION TOTAL
2315 1EGAL RINCTION TOTAL
2317 AUDIT RINCTION TOTAL
2318 STAFF RELATIONS AND NEGOTIATIONS FUNCTION TOTAL
2321 OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT FUNCTION TOTAL
2330 OTHER MANAGEMENT SERVICES RINCTION TOTAL
2410 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL FUNCTION TOTAL
2490 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES-ADMIN FUNCTION TOTAL
2542 OPERATION OF BUILDINGS RINCTION TOTAL
2543 CARE AND UPKEEP OF GROUNDS RJNCTION TOTAL























































































































































































2545 VEHICLE OrFPATION AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTION 1OTAL *
2550 TRANSPORTATION FUNCTION TOTAL *
2552 1RANSPORTATTCN TO AND FROM SCHOOL FUNCTION TOTAL *
2553 HANDICAPPED TRANSKPTATTON FUNCTION TOTAL *
2554 TRANSTORTATTON-FIEID TRIPS FUNCTION TOTAL *
2555 TRANSPtiRTAnCN-ATHLEnC TRIPS FUNCTION TOTAL *
2558 SS HANDICAPPED TRANSPORTATION FUNCTION TOTAL *
2625 FVALUATION FUNCTION TOTAL *
2645 STAFF SERVICES-HEALTH FUNCTION TOTAL *
2649 STAFF SERVICES-OTHER FUNCTION TOTAL *
2900 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES FUNCTION 1OTAL *
3300 CIVIC SERVICES FUNCTION TOTAL *
4300 AROnTECniRE AND ENGINEERING FUNCTION TOTAL *
4600 BUTLDTNG IMPROVEMENTS FUNCTION TOTAL *
5(00 OTHER OUTLAYS FUNCTION TOTAL *
5230 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND FUNCTIfN TOTAL *
5240 TRANSFER TO SCHOOL LUNCH FUND FUNCTION TOTAL *
5250 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND FUNCTION TOTAL *
5300 FEASIBILITY STUDY FUNCTION TOTAL *












































































1 100 REGULAR PROGRAMS








2542 OPFPATION OF BUTLDINCS
2554 TRANSPORTATION-FIELD TRIPS



















































2313 DISTRICT TREASURER FUNCTION TOTAL *
4500 BUnPTNG ACQUISmON & CONSTRUCTION FUNCTION TOTAL *
4600 BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS FUNCTION TOTAL *












AA AA****** 1992-1993 ********* * 1993-1994 * * 1994-1995 *





FUNCTION TOTAL * 154,501.00 169,665.44 166,661.00. 177,328.00 10,667.00
FUND TOTAL ** 154,501.00 169,665.44 166,661.00 177,328.00 10,667.00
DISTRICT TOTAL **** 5,333,126.00 6,575,032.56 5,463,102.00 5,504,426.00 41,324.00
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390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES
453 RENTAL OF FILMS
550 PRINTING









810 DUES AND FEES
1100 REGULAR PROGRAMS
FUNCTION 1200 SPECIAL PROGRAMS
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,675,209.00 1,650,104.92 1,703,799.00 1,713,939.00 10,140.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 18,000.00 21,152.45 22,000.00 22,000.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 180,705.00 173,118.06 185,123.00 202,024.00 16,901.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 816.00 998.84 947.00 954.00 7.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 16,754.00 17,290.56 16,184.00 22,220.00 6,036.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 58.00 3.10 59.00 49.00 10.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 49,744.00 32,371.64 40,111.00 39,696.00 415.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 129,831.00 127,774.43 132,861.00 U2.800.00 61.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 3,530.00 5,319.47 4,840.00 5,952.00 1,112.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 19,500.00 22,898.75 72,000.00 18,550.00 3,450.00-
OBJECT TOTAL *
OBJECT TOTAL * 350.00 350.00 350.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,400.00 1,048.00 1,400.00 1,320.00 80.00-
OBJECT TOTAL *
OBJECT TOTAL * 2,000.00 2,103.90 2,100.00 2,200.00 100.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 51,027.00 50,057.62 54,425.00 47,696.00 6,729.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 36,266.00 35,786.89 33,000.00 32,001.00 999.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 3,789.00 2,820.31 2,9%.00 2,999.00 3.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 10,170.00 39,855.84 17,179.00 12,864.00 4,265.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 3,050.00 1,982.70 2,900.00 672.00 2,228.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 525.00 242.27 310.00 310.00-





40.00 60.00 60.00 7,476.00 7,416.00
FUNCTION 2,202,714.00 2,185,230.50 2,242,994.00 2,265,762.00 22,768.00




OBJECT TOTAL * 348,327.00 366,701.36 357,047.00 402,458.00 45,411.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,500.00 8,242.44" 1,400.00 4,920.00 3,520.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 82,269.00 94,935.34 99,320.00 92,061.00 7,259.00-




HAVERHILL 00-OP SCHOOL DISTRCT
1-GENERAL FUND
EXTFNSE ACCOUNT
FUNCTION 1200 SPECIAL PROGRAMS
214 VPPKER'S COMPENSATION









334 ORIENTATION & MOBILITY
440 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
532 POSTAGE










Ft INCHON 1270 CTFTED AND TALENTED
BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
02/10/94
10:00:00 PAGE
1992-1993 ********* * 1993-1994 * * 1994-1995 *
IESCRTPTION BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET +/-
CONTINUED
OBJECT TOTAL * 3,502.00 3,890.00 2,512.00 5,2)7.00 2,705.00
tS OBJECT TOTAL * 7,664.00 4,667.25 6,773.00 5,693.00 1,080.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 5,467.00 3,625.47 5,731.00 5,147.00 584.00-
ORJECT lOTAL * 27,006.00 28,763.64 27,432.00 31,164.00 3,732.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,623.00 1,198.00 1,254.00 2,717.00 1,463.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 11,938.50 27,159.00 5,048.00 22,111.00-
OTICFS OBJECT TOTAL * 55,944.00 48,390.96 55,662.00 14,460.00 41,202.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 12,450.00 1,330.34
OBJECT TOTAL * 6,202.95 6,000.00 10, 120.00 4,120.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,526.55 6,000.00 10,000.00 4,000.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 9,000.00 9,000.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 300.00 300.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 50.00 116.00 66.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 80,930.00 71,646.51 88,000.00 72,742.00 15,258.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 83,626.00 59,283.65 49,360.00 37,522.00 11,838.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,000.00 4,849.46 1,000.00 875.00 125.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,371.00 885.67 1,176.00 1,719.00 543.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,575.00 1,148.12 1,896.00 1,687.00 209.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 178.00 178.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 2,241.00 1,118.93 2,778.00 736.00 2,042.00-




*FUNCTION 716,861.00 721,320.62 741,381.00 714,593.00 26,788.00-
610 SUPPLIES
810 DUES AND FEES


































FUNCTION 1300 VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS







562 TUITION 10 LEAS OUTSIDE NH
580 STAFF TRAVEL
810 DUES AND FEES
130O VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
FUNCTION 1410 COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,308.00 1,308.00 1,308.00 1,547.00 739.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 13.00 14.00 20.00 20.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 40.00 22.56 36.00 36.00
ORJECT TOTAL * 102.00 100.05 100.00 119.00 19.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 4.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 100.00 100.00 100.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 8,000.00 8,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00







FUNCTION 72,563.00 70,948.61 69,808.00 82,022.00 12,714.00
110 REGULAR SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 38,790.00 35,622.49 37,349.00 41,947.00 4,598.00
120 TEMPORARY SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 1,100.00 1,100.00
714 WTRKER'S COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 389.00 368.00 342.00 440.00 98.00
221 STA1E R1TIPFMFNT-NCN TEACHERS ORJECT TOTAL * 108.00 89.54 110.00 125.00 15.00
777 STATE RE1TREMENT-TFACHERS OBJECT TOTAL * 640.00 356.80 625.00 500.00 175.00-
730 FTCA OBJECT TOTAL * 3,008.00 2,725.13 2,918.00 3,209.00 291.00
760 tNTMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 90.00 113.00 125.00 127.00 2.00
770 PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OBJECT TOTAL * 360.00 445.00 800.00 400.00 400.00-
330 PUPIL SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 210.00 110.00 110.00
390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 8,760.00 11,544.50 10,663.00 10,785.00 122.00
440 REPAIRS AND FIAINTENANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 100.00 100.00 100.00
532 POSTAGE OBJECT TOTAL * 58.00 50.00 10.00 40.00-
580 STAFF 1RAVEL OBJECT TOTAL * 320.00 1,458.07 750.00 750.00
610 SUPPLIES OBJECT TOTAL * 4,450.00 6,963.10 4,249.00 4,743.00 494.00
611 UNIFORMS OBJECT TOTAL * 6,500.00
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPFIENT OBJECT TOTAL * 3,149.77
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT OBJECT TOTAL * 1,035.00
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nwniw 1410 onaiRRinnAR acitvit
810 HUES AND FFES
890 MISCELLANEOUS
1410 OOCURRICULAR ACnVITTFS
RJNCTION 1420 SU+ffR SCJCOL
BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
02/10/94
10:00:00 PAGE
********** 1992-1993 ********* * 1993-1994 * * 1994-1995 *
DESCRIPTION BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET +/-
:es continued
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,150.00 1,255.00 1,280.00 1,175.00 105.00-
OBJECT TOTAL *
*
150.00 721.00 665.00 800.00 135.00
FUNCTION TOTAL 59,618.00 71,311.40 60,136.00 66,321.00 6,185.00
110 RECUIAR SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 6,500.00 6,279.99 6,090.00 7,905.00 1,815.00
214 WORKER'S COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 60.00 64.00 66.00 67.00 1.00
221 STATE RETIRFMENr-NON TEACHERS OBJECT TOTAL * 34.00 .23 113.00 131.00 18.00
27? STATE RFTTREMENT-TEACHERS OBJECT TOTAL * 28.81 73.00 28.00 45.00-
230 F1CA OBJECT TOTAL * 389.00 480.43 549.00 617.00 68.00
260 1INEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 30.00 20.00 36.00 51.00 15.00
310 INSTRUCTION SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 4,750.00 795.00 3,955.00-
320 INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 280.00 752.70
330 PUPIL SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 2,828.00 92.08
331 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY OBJECT TOTAL * 1,133.79 500.00 420.00 80.00-
333 PHYSICAL THERAPY OBJECT TOTAL * 500.00 3,334.00 2,834.00
334 ORIENTATION & MOBILITY OBJECT TOTAL * 900.00 900.00
561 TUITION TO LEAS TN NH OBJECT TOTAL * 7,840.00 2,720.00 5,980.00 2,520.00 3,460.00-
569 OTHER TUITION OBJECT TOTAL * 4,239.00 23,085.68 5,310.00 7,232.00 1,922.00
580 STAFF TRAVEL OBJECT TOTAL *







25.00 25.00 3,000.00 2,975.00
1420 SUMMER SCHOOL 22,225.00 34,657.71 23,992.00 27,000.00 3,008.00



































390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES
2112 ATTENDANCE
FUNCTION 2120 GUIDANCE SERVICES














810 DUES AND FEES
2120 GUIDANCE SERVICES
FUNCTION 2125 RECORD MAINTENANCE
























OBJECT TOTAL * 83,628.00 83,628.02 83,653.00 84,536.00 883.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 11,553.00 10,944.36 10,620.00 11,551.00 931.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 50.00 33.80 51.00 51.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 837.00 864.00 743.00 1,083.00 340.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 281.00 166.35 218.00 218.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 2,337.00 1,547.29 2,336.00 1,815.00 521.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 6,482.00 6,397.63 6,400.00 6,468.00 68.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 175.00 264.00 244.00 250.00 6.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 250.00 203.10 290.00 290.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 100.00 111.00 100.00 100.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 548.00 317.21 390.00 458.00 68.00







300.00 31.00 175.00 125.00 50.00-
FUNCTION 106,841.00 104,729.07 105,247.00 107,182.00 1,935.00
OBJECT TOTAL 1,125.00 1,245.00 1,245.00
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BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
01/26/94









PUNCnON 2125 RECORD MAINTENANCE
610 SUPPLIES
2125 RFXT1RD HATNTENANCE









390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES







FUNCTION 2140 PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
330 PUPIL SERVICES
2140 PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES



















OBJECT TOTAL * 51,923.00 44,861.59 49,020.00 52,030.00 3,010.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 2,757.92
OBJECT 10TAL * 8,863.00 8,863.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 51.00 43.60 51.00 34.00 17.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 521.00 492.00 424.00 668.00 244.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 1,162.00 650.17 580.00 752.00 172.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 4,025.00 3,642.88 3,750.00 3,982.00 232.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 140.00 152.00 264.00 200.00 64.00-
OBJECT TOTAL * 650.00 325.00 325.00-
OBJECT TOTAL *
OBJECT TOTAL * 29.00 29.00 29.00 29.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 300.00 142.50 200.00 202.00 2.00


















FUNCTION 2150 SPEECH AND AUDTOL0GY
211 HFATTH INSURANCE
?J3 LIFE INSURANCE
21 4 UPRKER'S COMPENSATION







2150 SPEECH AND AUD10LOGY
FUNCTION 2159 SPEECH-SUMMER SCHOOL
310 INSTRUCTION SERVICES
2159 SPEECH-SUMMER SCHOOL


























2190 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES-PUPILS FUNCTION TOTAL
FUNCTION 2212 INS1KUCTION/CURRICUUM DEVELOPMENT
320 INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL



































































FUNCTION 2213 INST STAFF TRAINTNG
270 PROFESSIONAL GRO-TH OBJECT TOTAL *
320 INSTRICTTONAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL *
390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES OBJFCT TOTAL *
580 STAFF TRAVFL OBJECT TOTAL *
630 BOOKS OBJFCT TOTAL *
2213 INST STAFF TRAINING FUNCTION TOTAL *
















110 REGULAR SAIARTFS OBJECT TOTAL * 58,878.00 58,523.06 60,415.00 56,994.00 3,421.00-
120 TFMPORARY SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 500.00 607.35 450.00 200.00 250.00-
211 HEALTH INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 13,589.00 12,939.36 14,554.00 9,848.00 4,706.00-
213 I.TFE INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 68.00 72.00 68.00 68.00
214 WORKER'S COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 580.00 611.00 525.00 737.00 212.00
221 STATE PETTRFMENT-NON TEACHERS OBJECT TOTAL * 968.00 614.06 876.00 617.00 259.00-
222 STATE RETTREMFNT-TEACHERS OBJECT TOTAL * 968.00 641.72 967.00 752.00 215.00-
230 FICA OBJECT TOTAL * 4,528.00 4,523.48 4,658.00 4,396.00 262.00-
260 UNFMPLOYMFNT COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 267.00 188.00 324.00 376.00 52.00








*2221 80,376.00 78,720.03 82,837.00 73,988.00 8,849.00-
FACTION 2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY
310 INSTRUCTION SERVICES OBJFCT TOTAL *
390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL *
610 SUPPLIES OBJFCT TOTAL * 961.00 1,053.94 950.00 895.00 55.00-
630 BOOKS OBJECT TOTAL * 7,993.00 7,246.32 7,850.00 4,000.00 3,850.00-
640 PERIODICALS OBJECT TOTAL * 1,950.00 1,986.78 2,250.00 1,902.00 348.00-
741 ATOrnONAL EQUIPMENT OBJECT TOTAL *
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BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
01/26/94









function ???? sciroi. library
2722 SCHOOL LIBRARY
FUNCTION 2223 AUDIOVISUAL
440 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
453 RENTAL OF FILMS
























































110 REGULAR SAIARTES OBJECT TOTAL * 3,500.00 3,500.00 3,500.00 3,500.00
214 MARKER'S COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 36.00 36.00 36.00 45.00 9.00
230 FICA OBJECT TOTAL * 273.00 267.75 269.00 269.00
270 PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OBJECT TOTAL * 400.00 383.00 400.00 400.00
380 BOARD OF EDUCATION SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 713.80
522 LIABILITY INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 1,600.00 1,556.00 1,660.00 1,800.00 140.00
532 POSTAGE OBJECT TOTAL * 43.77
540 ADVERTISING OBJECT TOTAL * 2,000.00 8,954.07 2,000.00 2,500.00 500.00
541 NEWS PUBLICATION OBJECT TOTAL * 285.00 1,200.00 1,200.00-
580 STAFF TRAVEL OBJECT TOTAL * 150.00 1,098.03 200.00 150.00 50.00-
610 SUPPLIES OBJECT TOTAL * 250.00 628.38 250.00 700.00 50.00-
630 BOOKS OBJECT TOTAL * 50.00 50.00 50.00







300.00 1,674.63 300.00 300.00
2311 SCHOOL BOARD 11,246.00 21,727.96 12,498.00 11,903.00 595.00-
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BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
01/26/94















2312 CLERK OF THE BOARD
FINCTION 2313 DISTRICT TREASURER
OBJFCT TOTAL * 1,110.00 665.00 1,110.00 1,110.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 13.00 7.00 9.00 15.00 6.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 87.00 50.88 85.00 85.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 700.00 700.00
FUNCTION TOTAL 1,910.00 1,425.88 1,206.00 1,213.00 7.00
110 REGULAR SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 1,478.00 1,478.00 1,500.00 1,520.00 20.00
214 WORKER'S COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 16.00 15.00 15.00 20.00 5.00
?30 FICA OBJECT TOTAL * 117.00 113.06 114.00 117.00 3.00
523 FIDELITY BOND PREMIUMS OBJECT TOTAL *
53? POSTAGE OBJECT TOTAL * 700.00 710.26 700.00 775.00 75.00
610 SUPPLIES OBJECT TOTAL * 1,300.00 841.78 150.00 150.00
890 MISCELLANEOUS OBJECT TOTAL * 97.64 50.00 50.00
2313 DISTRICT TREASURER FUNCTION TOTAL






2314 ELECTIONS AND DISTRICT MEETINGS
FUNCTION 2315 LEGAL












OBJFCT TOTAL * 400.00 500.00 400.00 400.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 6.00 6.00 5.00 6.00
OBJFCT TOTAL * 33.00 38.25 31.00 31.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 800.00 765.75 900.00 900.00

























FUNCTION 2315 LEGAL CONTINUED
2315 LEGAL FUNCTION TOTAL
FUNCTION 2317 AUDIT
390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL
2317 AUDIT FUNCTION TOTAL
FUNCTION 2318 STAFF RHAITONS AND NEGOTIATIONS
380 BOARD OF EDUCATION SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL
550 PRINTING OBJECT TOTAL
2318 STAFF PFIATIONS AND NEGOTIATIONS FUNCTION TOTAL
FUNCTION 2321 OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT
351 SAU SFRVTCES
2321 OFFICE OF SUPERINIENDENT
FUNCTION 2330 OTHER MANAGEMENT SFRVTCES
359 OTHER MANAGFMENT SERVICES
2330 OTHER MANAGFMENT SERVICES


















































OBJECT TOTAL * 265,612.00 267,523.95 286,057.00 287,593.00 1,536.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 600.00 600.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 944.85
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2410 OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL FUNCTION TOTAL


































































































3^) OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES
550 PRINTING
610 SUPPLIES









































HrCTlON 2542 OPFFATION OF BUILDINGS
110 PFCIITAR SALARIES OBJFCT TOTAL * 123,750.00 119,658.69 132,276.00 124,758.00 7,518.00-
120 'n-MPOPAFY SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 3,000.00 4,165.09 3,800.00 3.000.00 800.00-
130 OVERTIME SAIARTES OBJECT TOTAL * 3,000.00 12,551.47 4,000.00 7,100.00 3,100.00
711 HEAL11I INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 77.63fl.00 22,928.72 27,141.00 23,391.00 3,750.00-
213 LIFE INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 119.00 122.60 119.00 119.00
714 VCPKFR'S COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 7,785.00 11,253.00 7,309.00 10,871.00 3,562.00
771 STATE RETIREMENT-WON TEACHERS OBJECT TOTAL * 6,110.00 3,804.66 6,524.00 4,339.00 2,185.00-
730 HCA OBJECT TOTAL * 10,057.00 10,528.26 10,862.00 10,395.00 467.00-
260 UNEMFIflYMFNT COMPENSATION OBJFCT TOTAL * 490.00 433.00 616.00 700.00 84.00
270 PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OBJECT TOTAL * 35.00
470 WATFR (. SEVER OBJECT TOTAL * 10,000.00 13,796.61 12,500.00 13,300.00 800.00
431 DISPOSAL SFRVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 8,148.00 11,475.55 10,700.00 10,000.00 700.00-
440 PEPATRS AND MAINTENANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 2,700.00 12,834.29 2,700.00 2,875.00 175.00
441 FI.ECTRICAL REPAIRS OBJECT TOTAL * 2,000.00 2,923.15 1,840.00 1 ,850.00 10.00
443 PLUMBING OBJECT TOTAL * 1,250.00 14,477.11 1,900.00 4,900.00 3,000.00
445 BUTT JUNG EXTERIOR OBJECT TOTAL * 1,250.00 1,250.00 1,000.00 250.00-
446 BUILDING INTERIOR OBJECT TOTAL * 4,000.00 5,951.28 4,500.00 4,500.00
452 RENT OF ECtrTPMENT AND VEHICLES OBJECT TOTAL * 135.00
400 OTHER PROPERTY SERVICES OBJFCT TOTAL * 210.00 710.00 255.00 45.00
521 PROPERTY INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 28,324.00 25,653.00 27,000.00 28,000.00 1,000.00
580 STAFF TRAVEL OBJECT TOTAL * 200.00 141.92 200.00 90.00 110.00-
610 SUPPLIES OBJECT TOTAL * 15,000.00 17,283.96 17,305.00 13,200.00 4, 105.00-
657 FIFClTOCnY OBJFCT TOTAL * 55,200.00 61,323.85 59,000.00 60,000.00 1,000.00
653 FUEL OIL OBJECT TOTAL * 66,725.00 52,609.92 66,225.00 51,150.00 15,075.00-
657 POTTLFr) GAS OBJECT TOTAL * 2,700.00 1,680.93 1,950.00 1,800.00 150.00-
741 AmrnoNAL foutpmfnt OBJECT TOTAL * 400.00 16,776.79 275.00 275.00-
747 pepiacement EtyrrpMENT OBJECT TOTAL * 898.00 765.00
751 NEW FURNITURE OBJECT TOTAL * 19,219.46
752 REPLACEMENT FURNITURE OBJECT TOTAL * 100.00 484.00
890 MISCELLANEDUS








2542 380,379.00 443,249.31 400,202.00 377,593.00 22,609.00-
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BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
01/26/94









FUNCTION ?543 CARE AND UPKEEP OF GROUNDS
43? SNOW PLOWING OBJFCT TOTAL
440 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE OBJECT TOTAL
452 RENT OF EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLES OBJECT TOTAL
610 SUPPLIFS OBJECT TOTAL
2543 CARE AND UPKEEP OF GROUNDS
FUNCTION 2544 CARE AND UPKEEP OF EQUIPMENT
FUNCTION TOTAL
440 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE OBJECT TOTAL *
442 MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS OBJECT TOTAL *
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT OBJECT lOTAL *
2544 CARE AND UPKEEP OF EQUIPMENT FUNCTION TOTAL *
FUNCTION 2545 VEHICLE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
440 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
449 DRIVER ED CAR REPAIR





2545 VEHICLE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTION TOTAL *
FUNCTION 2550 TRANSPORTATION
390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL *












































OBJECT TOTAL * 600.00 420.23 600.00 600.00
OBJECT TOTAL *
OBJECT TOTAL * 2,000.00 2,000.00
OBJECT TOTAL *
OBJFCT TOTAL * 20.00 2.48 21.00 21.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 350.00 417.04 350.00 1,350.00 1,000.00









BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
01/26/94
17:54:43
********** 1992-1993 ********* * 1993-1994 * * 1994-1995 *






FUNCTION 2552 TRANSPORTATION TO AND FRCM SCHOOL
513 PUPIL TRANS-OTHER ORGANIZATIONS OBJECT
2552 TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM SCHOOL FUNCTION
FUNCTION 2553 HANDICAPPED TRANSPORTATION
513 PUPIL TRANS-OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
2553 HANDICAPPED TRANSPORTATION
FUNCTION 2554 TRANSKJRTATION-FTELD TRIPS
513 PUPIL TRANS-OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
2554 TRANSPORTATION-FIELD TRIPS
FUNCTION 2555 TRANSPORTATION-ATHLETIC TRIPS
513 PUPIL TRANS-OTHER ORGANIZATIONS OBJECT
2555 TRA^ISPORTATION-ATHLFTIC TRIPS FUNCTION
FUNCTION 2558 SS HANDICAPPED TRANSPORTATION
513 PUPIL TRANS-OTHER ORGANIZATIONS OBJECT
2558 SS HANDICAPPED 1RANSPORTATION FUNCTION
FUNCTION 2625 EVALUATION
120 TEMPORARY SALARIES OBJECT













































































FUNCTION 2645 STAFF SERVICES-HEALTH
340 STAFF SERVICES
2645 STAFF SERVICES-HEALTH
FUNCTION 2649 STAFF SERVICES-OTHER
226 ACCRUED LIABTLrTY-TEACHERS
2649 STAFF SERVICES-OTHER
FUNCTION 2900 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES
214 MARKER'S COMPENSATION
260 IMWIjOYMFNT COMPENSATION
2900 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES





OBJECT TOTAL * 600.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 3,688.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 216.00
OBJECT TOTAL * 48.00
OBJECT TOTAL *
OBJECT TOTAL * 450.00








































































FUNCTION 4300 ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING
490 01HER PROPERTY SERVICES OBJECT
4300 ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING FUNCTION
FUNCTION 4600 BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS
460 CONSTRUCTION SERVICES OBJECT
4600 BUTTiriW IMPROVEMENTS FUNCTION
FUNCTION 5000 OTHER OUTLAYS
830 REDEMPTION OF PRINCIPAL
841 INTEREST ON BONDS
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS
FUNCTION 5230 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
880 FUND TRANSFER OBJECT TOTAL *
5230 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND FUNCTION TOTAL *
FUNCTION 5240 TRANSFER TO SCHOOL LUNCH FUND
880 FUND TRANSFER OBJECT TOTAL *
5240 TRANSFER TO SCHOOL LUNCH FUND FUNCTION TOTAL *
FUNCTION 5250 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND

























































FUNCTION 5250 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND CONTINUED
5250 TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND FUNCTION TOTAL *
FUNCTION 5300 FEASIBILITY STUDY
380 BOARD OF EDUCATION SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL *
53(0 FEASIBILITY STUDY FUNCTION TOTAL *
1 GENERAL RIND FUND TOTAL ** 5,178,525.00
680.61 1.00 1.00
5,315,763.28 5,296,341.00 5,287,603.00 8,738.00-
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FUNCTION 1100 RECUIAR PROGRAMS
110 REGUTAR PATARTFS OBJECT TOTAL *
211 HEALTH INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL *
213 LIFE INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL *
214 MAKER'S COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL *
222 STATE RETIREMENT-TEACHERS OBJECT TOTAL *
230 FICA OBJECT TOTAL *
260 UNEMPIJOYMENT COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL *
310 INSTRUCTION SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL *
390 OTHER PURCHASED PROF SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL *
580 STAFF TRAVEL OBJECT TOTAL *
610 SUPPLIES OBJECT TOTAL *
630 BOOKS OBJECT TOTAL *
741 ADPTTTONAL EQUIPMENT OBJECT TOTAL *
810 DUES AND FEES OBJECT TOTAL *
890 MTSCFJJANEOUS OBJECT TOTAL *
1100 REGULAR PROGRAMS
FUNCTION 1270 GIFTED AND TAI.ENTED
610 SUPPLIES
1270 GIFTED AND TALENTED
FUNCTION 1300 VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
1300 VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS





































































FUNC1ION 1410 COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
RIO DUFS AND FEES
890 MISCELLANEOUS
1410 COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES























2122 DRUG AND AIjOOHOL COUNSELOR FUNCTION TOTAL
FUNCTION 2210 DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRrPIlVE TEACHER
320 INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL
2210 DIACNDSTIC/TliESCRIPnVE TEACHER FUNCTION TOTAL
FUNCTION 2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY













































FUNCTION 2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY
2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY
FUNCTION 2223 AUDIOVISUAL




FUNCTION 2542 OPERATION OF BUILDINGS
751 NEW FURNITURE
2542 OPERATION OF BUILDINGS
FUNCTION 2554 TRANSPORTATION-FIELD TRIPS
513 PUPIL TRANS-OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
2554 TRANSPORTATTON-FTELD TRIPS
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FUNCTION 2313 DISTRICT TREASURER
890 MISCEILANEOUS OBJECT
2313 DISTRICT TREASURER FUNCTION




4500 BUILDING ACQUISITION & CONSTRUCTION FUNCTION TOTAL






































BUDGET WORKSHEET BY FUNCTION
01/26/94









FUNCTION 2560 SCHXJL LUNCH
110 PFTCKAR SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 56,300.00 64,794.86 64,816.00 69,120.00 4,304.00
120 TEMPORARY SAIARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 1,125.00 1,497.27 1,175.00 1,125.00 50.00-
130 OVERTIME SALARIES OBJECT TOTAL * 1,488.21
211 HEALTH INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 11,019.00 10,402.83 13,178.00 12,218.00 960.00-
213 LIFE INSURANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 119.00 98.60 119.00 119.00
214 WORKER'S OCMPFNSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 3,447.00 5,606.00 3,444.00 5,733.00 2,289.00
221 STATE RETIREMENr-NON TEACHERS OBJECT TOTAL * 425.00 174.69 984.00 1,635.00 651.00
230 FTCA OBJECT TOTAL * 4,452.00 5,185.22 5,049.00 5,482.00 433.00
260 UNEMFTinYMFNT COMPENSATION OBJECT TOTAL * 442.00 216.00 533.00 664.00 131.00
390 OTHER PURCHASn) PROF SERVICES OBJECT TOTAL * 450.00 2,000.00 1,550.00
440 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE OBJECT TOTAL * 750.00 1,191.76 750.00 750.00
580 STAFF TRAVEL OBJECT TOTAL * 455.00 297.% 455.00 300.00 155.00-
610 SUPPLIES OBJECT TOTAL * 3,150.00 4,276.79 3,233.00 4,000.00 767.00
620 FOOD OBJECT TOTAL * 72,277.00 70,742.26 72,000.00 74,000.00 2,000.00
741 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT OBJECT TOTAL * 400.00 3,384.00 300.00 300.00-
742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT OBJECT TOTAL * 152.99






140.00 156.00 175.00 182.00 7.00
2560 SCHOOL LUNCH 154,501.00 169,665.44 166,661.00 177,328.00 10,667.00
4 SCHOOL LUNCH FUND TOTAL ** 154,501.00 169,665.44 166,661.00 177,328.00 10,667.00
DISTRICT TOTAL **** 5,333,126.00 6,575,032.56 5,463,102.00 5,504,426.00 41,324.00
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Haverhill Cooperative School District 1994-95 Budget
Revenues
Budqeted 1993-94 Budqeted 1994-95
Unreserved fund balance 681.00 42,500.00
1000 Revenue From Local Sources
1121 Current Appropriation 3,745,448.00 3,745,448.00
1312 Tuition from other LEA's in NH 588,000.00 707,917.00
1351 Driver Education Tuition 12,000.00 14,000.00
1420 Summer School 3,015.00
1510 Interest on Investments 11,000.00 11,500.00
1600 Food Service Sales 91,000.00 92,250.00
1711 Athletic Events 2,000.00 3,500.00
1910 Rentals 4,000.00 6,000.00
1942 Aide Serv. Benton/Littleton 30,000.00 32,425.00
1990 Other Misc. Revenues 1,000.00 1,200.00
1991 Adult Education Tuition 9,850.00
1992 Haverhill Academy Corp. 6,000.00
3000 Revenue From State Sources
3110 Foundation Aid 700,430.00 492,804.00
3210 School Building Aid 62,915.00 64,915.00
3221 Vocational Education Tuition 36,875.00 34,875.00
3230 Driver Education 5,000.00 8,000.00
3240 Catastrophic Aid 23,515.00 25,465.00
3270 Child Nutrition 4,300.00 4,450.00
3810 Business Profits Tax 88,638.00 88,891.00
3910 Gas Tax Refund 1,000.00 1,700.00
4000 Revenue From Federal Sources
4400 Special Projects 100.00 33,521.00
4460 Child Nutrition 55,200.00 •70,000.00
Other Special Ed. Revenues 4,200.00
TOTAL REVENUE 5,463,102.00 5,504,426.00
(Total Revenue without local appropriation $1,758,978)
(+.49 in taxes)
v v '














































HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Revenues 1994-95
Unreserved Fund Balance $42,500 1%
Property Tax $3,745,448 68%
Tuition from other LEAs/NH $707,917 13%
Other Local Revenue $179,740 3%
Foundation Aid $492,804 9%
Other State Revenue $228,296 4%







REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year
July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1993
Cash on Hand July 1, 1992 $106,289.25
Received from Selectmen $3,705,041.00
Revenue from State Sources $ 928,538.62
Revenue from Federal Sources $ 80,325.00
Received from Tuitions $ 655,575.31
Received as Income from Trust Funds $ 3,600.00
Received from all Other Sources $1,741,176.91
TOTAL RECEIPTS $7,114,256.84
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR $7,220,546.09
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID $7,020,585.42
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1993 $ 199,960.67
July 23, 1993 M.E. Ingalls
District Treasurer
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TO THE SCHOOL BOARD AND CITIZENS OF HAVERHILL, I
SUBMIT MY SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
The School Administrative Unit is undergoing some
significant changes. In August, Assistant
Superintendent of Schools Dr. Keith Pfeifer resigned
to become Superintendent of Schools in SAU #62,
Enfield, N.H. Dr. Pfeifer worked primarily in the
Lincoln-Woodstock, Piermont, Warren and Benton
School Districts and was the prime architect of our
curriculum development and revision process.
Recently Mary Vigue, Federal Projects, Chapter I and
Gifted and Talented Coordinator also resigned to
become the Federal Projects Coordinator for the city
of Manchester N.H. Both were excellent members of
our administrative team and both will be greatly
missed. The SAU #23 Board in an effort to reduce
administrative costs decided not to replace Dr.
Pfeifer and to hire a part time Chapter I
Coordinator, utilizing only federal grant money.
The majority of the Board felt that due to the
difficult economic times Dr. Pfeifer's and Mrs.
Vigue 's responsibilities had to be spread between
Superintendent McDonald and Assistant Superintendent
Nelson. As a result, although each will continue to
work in all seven school districts, Dr. McDonald
will have primary responsibility for the SAU budget
and staff; professional and support staff
negotiations in Lincoln-Woodstock and Haverhill, and
for the Benton, Lincoln-Woodstock, Piermont, and
Warren School Districts. Ms. Nelson will have
primary responsibility for professional staff
negotiations in Bath and Monroe; State and Federal
grants; and for the Bath, Monroe, and Haverhill
Cooperative School Districts. Both will continue to
be involved in curriculum development and
assessment, staff development, and the improvement
of instruction.
In November the Lincoln-Woodstock Cooperative School
Board voted to request that the New Hampshire
Department of Education lift the moratorium on the
creation of new SAU's to allow them to withdraw from
SAU #23 and create their own School Administrative
Unit. The Lin-Wood School Board argued that they
could hire their own Superintendent and SAU staff
for about the same amount of money they presently
contribute to SAU #23. This January, the State
Eoard of Education lifted the moratorium. While the
State Board has not made a decision on
Lincoln-Woodstock's request, similar requests have
been successful in the past. If Lincoln-Woodstock
is permitted to establish its own SAU for the
1995-1996 school year the remaining districts will
be impacted financially, since Lincoln-Woodstock
contributes over 371 of the School Administrative
budget.
The Haverhill Cooperative School District has also
had some significant changes. This summer we
welcomed two new members of our leadership team.
Sharlene Tracy has joined us as principal and Robert
St. Pierre as assistant principal of the middle
school. Their leadership has already made a
significant difference. This past year citizens of
the town of Bath petitioned to have the Bath School
District offset returned to the town of Bath. In
1885, Bath District #10, located across the
Bath/Woodsville Covered Bridge, became a part of the
Woodsville School District and later a part of the
Haverhill Cooperative School District. Residents of
the offset paid their town tax to Bath and their
school tax to Haverhill. This year the selectmen of
the town of Haverhill, in accordance with state
statutes, had to return the offset to Bath. The
loss of taxable property to the school district will
be partially offset by increased tuition, since Bath
will now have to pay for students in grades 7-12
living in the offset attending Haverhill schools.
For the next three years Bath will also have to pay
tuition for any students, grades K-6, who wish to
continue their schooling in Haverhill. After the
1996-1997 school year all elementary school students
living in the Bath offset will have to attend school
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in Bath. While the loss of taxable property is
unfortunate there is also a positive side. Now that
Bath offset residents can no longer vote in
Haverhill school district affairs, the school
district and the town can use a single voter
checklist. There are two articles on the warrant,
one to combine the school and town checklist, which
will save voters from having to register twice, and
one to have school district officers elected at the
same time as town officials eliminating the need for
two separate elections. This should make voting in
school affairs less confusing.
A new addition to the area, the Haverhill Higher
Education Center, is now in full operation at
Woodsville High School. The center will offer
general education courses as well as some
certificate and degree programs. The N.H. Technical
College at Berlin, the School for Life Long Learning
(UNH) and Plymouth State College will all be
offering programs and courses. We are very excited
about the opportunities the center has to offer and
appreciate the support of our state representatives
and the Haverhill Economic Development Council.
Without their assistance, the center would not have
come into existence to serve our communities. We
invite you to stop by and meet Ms. Kathleen Tiews,
the new director, or call her at 747-2565 or
1-800-445-4525 to see if our programs will meet your
needs.
was presented with the National Distinguished
Principal Award in Washington, D.C. Helen Joyce,
Assistant Principal, Woodsville High School was
selected by the New Hampshire Association of School
Principals as the N.H. Assistant Principal of the
Year. Mrs. Joyce will be nationally recognized in
Chicago, Illinois this winter. Dr. Douglas
McDonald, Superintendent of Schools was selected, in
F'ebruary, 1993 as one of the Executive Educator 100
by the Executive Educator Magazine. He was
recognized for making a significant difference in
the schools within SAU #23.
In closing I would like to thank the citizens of
Haverhill for your continuing support. We have made
a lot of positive changes in our school system over
the last seven years and this could not have
happened without the commitment and support of the
school board, administration, faculty, staff and
most importantly the community. It has been a
pleasure to work in your school system and I am
confident that the school system will continue to
move forward in the coming years.
Respectfully submitted,
Douglas B. McDonald, Ed.D
Superintendent of Schools
This year four individuals in the SAU received
special recognition. Wayne Fortier, Chair of both
the SAU and Haverhill School Boards was recognized
by the New Hampshire School Administrators
Association as their first Champion for Children.
Mr. Fortier was selected for his leadership and his
contributions to the education and welfare of
children. Jane Slayton, Piermont Village School
Principal, was selected as the N. H. Elementary
Principal of the Year by the New Hampshire
Association of School Principals. In October she
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TO THE SCHOOL BOARD AND CITIZENS OF HAVERHILL,
I SUBMIT MY
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT
What a difference a year makes. I can report to
you with confidence that our educational programs
are thriving under the leadership of eight of the
best principals in the state. Along with Dr.
McDonald, Phyllis McKenna, our Special Education
Director, and Shaun Donahue, our Drug and Alcohol
Abuse Prevention Coordinator, we work as an
administrative team to share ideas and set
priorities for the SAU. Two new principals and a
new assistant principal have joined the team this
year: Sharlene Tracy, Principal, and Bob St.
Pierre, Assistant Principal, of Haverhill
Cooperative Middle School, and Michael Foxall,
Principal of Warren Village School. They are holding
their own among a group of very talented co-workers.
In fact, the high level of professionalism,
dedication and general good sense of our school
leaders is impressive to witness. Fortunately for
me, I get to see it often as I travel about the SAU.
Our schools are in very capable hands.
Collaborative projects begun a year ago continue to
thrive. Five computer courses have been completed
under the sponsorship of the School-Business
Partnership, a joint SAU #23/Haverhill Economic
Coordinating Council (HECC) project. Lin-Wood School
is adapting this computer training model for its
school community. The Haverhill Higher Education
Center, housed at Woodsville High School, is open
for business, with several college courses scheduled
for the spring. The Success by Six Collaborative,
made up of medical professionals, social agencies,
the Cooperative Extension, HECC and SAU #23, is
learning how to coordinate to support families with
young children in our region.
Collaboration has helped us realize how much we
share in common. We are all committed to preserving
the strengths of our rural region: excellent
schools, economically viable communities, and strong
families. By pooling our resources and communicating
regularly with one another, we can "do more with
less." A year in the North Country has taught me
the truth of that phrase.
Since we have promised brevity in our report this
year, I'll refrain from listing every interesting
project that is underway or planned. Instead, I
urge you to visit our schools, talk with the
principal, teachers and staff, and see your tax
dollars at work first hand. I think you'll be
pleased. Finally, I extend another year's thank you
to colleagues, neighbors and friends throughout SAU
#23 whose good humor, wisdon and patience continue to





Haverhill Cooperative School District
Woodsville Elementary School
Principal's Report for 1993-1994
In times of a slow economy, tight budgets, and the
constant barrage of criticism of the public
education system in this country, it would be easy
to go into a state of depression. However, I have
put all of those things aside and have focused on
all of the things that we have that make a good
school.
First, we have a community that cares and supports
the school to the best of its ability. Parents are
cooperative. The school board and administration
work as a team to provide a positive atmosphere for
curriculum development and implementation of new
ideas and programs. Most importantly, we have very
dedicated teachers and support staff who give
unselfishly of their time and energy to provide our
students with the best school experience possible.
We also have many volunteers who come whenever
possible to assist teachers and children with
regular school work and special projects. There are
a number of Woodsville High School students who come
on a regular schedule during their free periods to
work in the classrooms.
Curriculum is defined as all the courses of study
offered by a school. Improvement of the curriculum
is an on-going task, and we are implementing guides
as they are being developed for each subject area.
Staff members participate in various workshops and
courses to improve teaching techniques and to create
new materials. Reading Recovery has been
implemented very successfully by Mrs. Henson, Mrs.
Hart, and Mrs. Stevenson, who have special training
in the program. Reading Recovery provides very
structured individual instruction for high-risk
students who would otherwise be low achievers if
they didn't have this instruction. We are
continuing our efforts in implementing the goals of
"America 2000" and "Success by Six," about which I
informed your in my 1992-93 report. The
kindergarten and pre-school staff recently
participated in a two day workshop on Early
Prevention of School Failure. This program has been
used as a screening and diagnostic tool for
kindergarten students. The screening helps identify
strengths and developmental needs of all students.
It helps identify the learning styles of students
and enables the teachers and parents to offer
activities for students to learn more easily in the
way they learn best.
The PTA provides very important support to this
school. Successful fund-raising has enabled the PTA
to sponsor several weeks of art instruction by Paula
Poirier for all grades. The PTA has also organized
a couple of volunteer workdays to construct new
equipment purchased with money raised for that
purpose. Workers from the Water and Light
Department and the Fire Department have volunteered
clearing an area and flooding a skating rink for us.
The Grafton County Farm has grown pumpkins for the
past three years and invited all students to visit
the barns, pet the animals, and pick a pumpkin.
Clough Transportation Company has donated
transportation for this event.
When visitors come to this school, they are very
impressed with the facility but more so with the
children and what they see happening in the
classrooms. I invite you to come and visit. You
have a great deal to be proud of. I appreciate the




"CHILDREN ARE LIKELY TO LIVE UP TO WHAT YOU BELIEVE
OF THEM." Lady Bird Johnson
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Haverhill Cooperative School District
Haverhill Cooperative Middle School
Principal's Report for 1992-1993
Mr. Robert St. Pierre, Assistant Principal, and I
joined the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School staff
on August 9, 1993. The last weeks in August were
spent designing and implementing an academic
schedule, scheduling fall sports, ordering books and
supplies and hiring staff. We opened our doors on
August 26, 1993 to host the SAU staff meeting and to
prepare for our 1993-1994 school year. Our student
enrollment on opening day, August 30, 1993 totaled
three hundred thirteen for grades four - eight.
New staff members at Haverhill Cooperative Middle
School are Ms. Jean Dutton, mathematics for grades
seven and eight, Ms. Vivian Buckley, Science grade
seven, and Mrs. Michele Taylor, grade four. Ms.
Jenny Jennings joined us as a paraprofessional; Ms.
Lomond Richardson joined grades four and five as a
special educator. Mr. Mel Colby joined our evening
custodial staff. This year all staff, including our
newest members, have focused on the team concept.
In most areas of our school we are organized by
teams who work collaboratively and cooperatively to
effect positive outcomes for our students. An
example of that team effort is the Octoberfest. All
classes in each grade participated in several
activities including kite flying in October, 1993.
Another example is the grade seven environmental
studies unit which involved all grade seven
students
.
The Middle School Athletic Program has developed
nicely this year. Soccer consisted of a boys' team,
girls' team and a co-ed team. Because of the
tremendous student turnout in grades four and five,
the team was divided into two smaller teams. Winter
sports also increased dramatically. We have two
sixth, seventh and eighth grade girls' teams and two
sixth, seventh, and eighth grade boys' teams, one
fourth and fifth grade girls' team and two fourth
and fifth grade boys' teams. This year we also
began a cheerleading squad consisting of twelve
students. Twelve of our
students are skiing with the Woodsville High School
ski team; we also offer alpine and cross country ski
programs. At least 50% of our middle school
students are participants of our athletic programs.
Our Music Program continues to thrive with chorus
and band. Participation also involves almost half
of our student body. Our strong music and athletic
programs as well as academics contribute to the
overall growth of the middle school student.
Most of the Middle School staff have been actively
involved all year with curriculum development:
science, math, English, technology education, health
and music. Work is progressing in computer science,
social studies. It is important that staff lead and
fully participate in the development of curriculum.
It is the curriculum which drives " the
preparedness" of our students and as we well know
the 21st century has already begun to voice its
demands! By the year 2000:
1. All children in America will start school ready
to learn.
2. The high school graduation rate will increase to
at least 90 percent.
3. American students will leave grades four, eight,
and twelve having demonstrated competency in
challenging subject matter including English,
mathematics, science, history, and geography; and
every school in America will ensure that all
students learn to use their minds well, so they
may be prepared for responsible citizenship,
further learning ,and productive employment in
our modern economy.
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4. U.S. students will be first in the world in
science and mathematics achievement.
5. Every adult American will be literate and will
possess the knowledge and skills necessary to
compete in a global economy and exercise the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship.
6. Every school in America will be free of drugs and
violence and will offer a disciplined environment
conducive to learning.
I would like to thank Superintendent Dr. Douglas
McDonald, Assistant Superintendent Linda Nelson, my
administrative colleagues and all the members of the
Haverhill Cooperative School District Board for
their support of the Haverhill Cooperative Middle
School.
In closing, I want to especially thank the faculty,
our parents, the school community and our students
for developing a strong partnership. Together we
will continue our journey toward excellence in
education.





HOWARD W. EVANS AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Kate Skidmore
ANTHONY WOODBECK MEMORIAL AWARD IN MATH
Benjamin Roy
Patrick Wheeler
JOHN DEXTER LOCKE AWARD (most improved student)
Tara Hazen
JAMES R. MORRILL MEMORIAL AWARD
Kelly Hann
WILLIAM J. FILLIAN MEMORIAL AWARD (citizenship)
Daryn Fenoff
PHYLLIS PAGE MEMORIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Heidi Trott








HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
WOODSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1992-93
GRADUATES - CLASS OF 1993











































































National Honor Society Members












Heidi Fortier - Gregory Kimball



































Herbert Merrill Fund Award Scott Klark
Amy Fournier
Moosilauke Grange #214 Krista Young
Scholarship
Veterans of Foreign Joshua Wozny
Wars Award
Veterans of Foreign Marianne Heinemann
Wars Auxiliary Award
Paul P. Tucker Heidi Hofmann
Memorial Award
Frank G. Woodward Nicole Boutin
Memorial Scholarship
Walter & Carole Young Scott Klark
Foundation Scholarships Deborah Kinney
Joshua Aldrich
Jennifer Sarette




Odd Fellows & Rebekah's Tristan Smith
Lodge Scholarships Michelle Smith
Dr. Robert C. Campbell Nicole Boutin
Award
Armstrong Memorial Peter Roy
Scholarship
North Haverhill Girls' Joshua Aldrich
Club Scholarships Heidi Hofmann
Monica Smith Memorial Leah McCabe
Scholarship
Woodsville Area Booster Jo-Ann Roy
Club Citizens For Jeremy Wheeler
Scholars Scholarship Chad Paronto




In Honor of the W.H.S. Amy Fournier
Class of 1927
Order of the Eastern Nicole Boutin
Star Scholarship
Sons of the American Heidi Hofmann
Legion Award
John 0. Keyes Masonic Michelle Smith
Memorial Scholarship
Carl Sawyer Memorial Award Krista Young
Pine Grove Grange #298 Peter Roy
Youth Scholarship
Steven Holden Memorial Amy Fournier
Award
1993 Haverhill Conserva- Nicole Boutin
tion Scholarship Award
Mary A. Smith Memorial Joshua Wozny
Academic Recognition Award
George D. Kidder Joshua Aldrich
Scholarship
I Dare You Leadership Gretchen Clough
Awards Michelle Smith
CARE Community Scholar- Nicole Boutin
ships Amy Fournier






William Loeb Memorial Jo-Ann Roy
Educational Grant




COMMENCEMENT AWARDS - CLASS OF 1993
Elliott Hospital American Amy Fournier
Heart Association
Scholarship








Orcutt Achievement Marianne Heinemann
Award
Connecticut Valley FM Amy Fournier
Association Educational
Award
N. H. Retail Grocers Amy Fournier
Association Scholarship
National Honor Society Michelle Smith
Appreciation Awards Nicole Boutin
National Honor Society Heidi Hofmann
Community Scholarships Joshua Aldrich
Nicole Boutin
Michelle Smith
F.B.L.A. Savings Bond Nicole Boutin
Award
F.B.L.A. Scholarship for Christopher Antos
Member of the Year
Special Achievement Carrie Leafe
Awards Melissa Lacaillade
Salutatorian Award Amy Fournier
Valedictorian Award Jo-Ann Roy
The 1992-93 school year will be remembered
for the many successes achieved by all of us
together. The Class of 1993 will also be
remembered as containing members who are some
of the nicest people ever to attend W.H.S.
I don't think in recent memory I have seen so
many members of a class who didn't want to
leave upon graduation. They have, in their
four years, contributed much through their
hard work and talents.
We were very pleased to receive an
outstanding report by the visiting committee
from the New England Association of Schools
and Colleges. If you are interested in
seeing a copy of the report, you may pick one
up at any town library, at the high
school, or the office of the superintendent
of schools. We as a school put many hours of
work into preparations for the evaluation.
We have been commended for the areas that we
are doing well in and at the same time, the
visiting committee has given us direction for
the future.
The entire SAU continues to work on the
process of developing written curriculum. We
are piloting several curricula including
Science, English, Math, Technology Education,
Health and Music. We are nearing completion
of Social Studies with Foreign Language, Home
Economics, Physical Education and Business
Education still in progress. Although this
work has been difficult to do during the
instruction year, we realize that the
benefits of having a coordinated curriculum
in all subjects will contribute most
favorably to the education of the children in
this town.
Staff changes at Woodsville High School in
the fall of 1993: This year, Mrs. Roxana
Morrill left the school after eight years of
service. Roxana was a devoted member of our
English Department and we will miss her
contribution to our staff. I am happy to
report that we hired Steven Scott to replace
Mrs. Morrill, and we are very pleased to have
Mr. Scott join us.
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We have hired Joan Smith to replace Barbara
Ingerson as a Special Education aide. Mrs.
Ingerson has worked hard at her job and we
are sorry to see her leave us. Mrs. Smith
comes to us with many years of experience,
and I know she will have much to contribute
to our staff.
We also said good-bye this year to a man who
has run our Drivers Education program for 18
years. Bill Hall joined us in 1975 after a
distinguished career in the Air Force, and he
has been a valued member of our staff since
then. He has been replaced by Jim and Jeri
Fortier who we hope will continue to develop
the fine program we have.
With the results of the Citizens For
Scholarships fund drive, the Booster Club was
able to raise $8,000.00 this year and awarded
$4,000.00 in scholarships to members of the
senior class. I would once again like to
thank Carol and Chip Harris for their support
and donations to this fund.
here for the last few years. His tireless
leadership, especially in the building
project, was vital to the success of it. We
wish Jim good luck as he moves on to the
superintendency at S.A.U. 36. Thanks, Jim.
Assistant Superintendent Keith Pfeifer has
also left us to take on his first
superintendency at Mascoma, S.A.U. 62. Keith
has worked tirelessly, especially in the area
of curriculum here. We wish Keith all the
luck in the world in his new position at
Mascoma.
We want to welcome Linda Nelson, now with us
as the new assistant superintendent of
schools. We are sure Ms. Nelson will find
much to keep her busy here in the future.
Certainly we could not have been as
successful this past year without the
support and hard work of the Haverhill
Cooperative School Board and that of Dr.
Douglas B. McDonald, Superintendent of
Schools for SAU 23.
There are many people who have contributed to
the successes we have achieved this year.
Without their generous support our job would
be nearly impossible. I would like to thank
Walter and Carole Young for their generosity
in providing scholarship support for our
seniors and previous graduates.
To the Woodsville Area Booster Club for their
generous contributions of both time and
money, toward both academic and
extracurricular activities. A special thanks
to Jim Walker for his hard work and support
for many many years.
I would like to thank Jim Gaylord who has
served as assistant superintendent of schools
Once again, I wish to recognize the fine
teaching, support and coaching staffs for
their dedication and hard work, especially in
these difficult economic times. It is
obvious that our successes are most directly
related to these staff efforts.
We will continue to strive for the strongest
academic program possible and toward our goal
of making Woodsville High School second to
none in the state. We look forward with
enthusiasm to this task.
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce C. Labs, Principal
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOND PAYMENT SCHEDULE
BOND A




























































































































The Haverhill Cooperative School District has been
audited by the firm Plodzik & Sanderson Professional
Association. Copies of the audit are available for
public review at the Superintendent's Office on
South Court St. in Woodsville, NH.
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 23
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT'S AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS' SALARIES
Section 5, Chapter 243, Laws of 1953 of the State of
New Hampshire requires that school district annual
reports show the total amount paid to the
Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent.
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses
is prorated among the several school districts of
the Unit on the basis of adjusted valuation. One-
half is prorated on the basis of average daily
membership in the schools for the previous school
year ending June 30. The Superintendent of SAU #23
during the 1993-94 school year will receive a salary
of $71,350.00 prorated among the several school
districts. The Assistant Superintendents will
receive salaries of $58,000.00 and $53,500 prorated
among the several school districts.





















































BUDGET WORKSHEET BY RINCTION
01/24/94
**********









1 100 REGULAR PROGRAMS FUNCTION TOTAL *
1200 SPECIAL PROGRAMS FUNCTION TOTAL *
1230 FRENCH POND SCHOOL RINCTION TOTAL *
1231 FHTTIONALLY DISTURBED FUNCTION TOTAL *
1270 GIFTED AND TAIENTFD FUNCnON TOTAL *
1300 VOCATIONAL PPOGRAMS FUNCTION TOTAL *
1420 SIMMER SCHOOL FUNCTION TOEAL *
1425 FPS SUf-WER SCHOOL FUNCTION TOTAL *
2113 SOCIAL WORKER FUNCTION 10TAL *
2130 HEALTO SFRVTCES FUNCTION TOTAL *
2140 PSYCUOIOGICAL SERVICES FUNCTION TOTAL *
2150 SPEECH AND AUDIOLOGY FUNCTION TOTAL *
2159 SPEECH-SimT? SCHOOL FUNCTION TOTAL *
2190 ODER SUPPORT SERVICES-RIPILS FUNCITON TOTAL *
2210 IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION SERVICES FUNCTION TOTAL *
2212 INSTRUCTDON/aiPPTCULUM DEVELOPMENT RINCTION TOTAL *
2213 TNST STAFF TRATNTNG FUNCTION TOTAL *
2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY FUNCTION TOTAL *
2311 SCHOOL BOARD FUNCTION TOTAL *
2312 CLERK OF THE BOARD FUNCTION TOTAL *
2313 DISTRICT TREASURER FUNCTION TOTAL *
2315 LFEAL FUNCTION TOTAL *
2317 AUDIT FUNCTION TOTAL *
2321 OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT FUNCTION TOTAL *
2330 SPECIAL AREA ADM SERVICES FUNCTTCN IOTAL *
2331 PPOJFCTS COORDINATOR FUNCTION TOTAL *
2390 OTHER SUPPORT SFPV-GFN ADM FUNCTION TOTAL *
2520 FDWCIAL DEPARTMENT RINCTION TOTAL *
2542 OPERATION OF BUDDINGS FUNCTION TOTAL *
2544 CAPE AND UPKEEP OF EQUIPMENT FUNCTION TOTAL *
2550 PC TRANSPORTATION FUNCTION TOTAL *
2554 TPANSPOPTATION-FIEID TRIPS FUNCTION TOTAL *
2556 RC SS TRANSPORTATION FUNCTION TOTAL *
















































































































































SCHOOL AIMNISreATlVE WIT #23
*S1*
1-GEKERAL FITO




2558 ITS SS TRANSPORTATION
2645 STAFF SFKVICES-HEALTH
2649 STAFF SERVICES-OTHFJ?
TWO DATA PROCESSING SERVICES
2900 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES
1 GENERAL FUND
********** 1992-1993 ********* * 1993-1994 * * 1994-1995 *
DESCPTPTION BUDGET ACTUAL Bincr BUDGET +/-
FUNCTION TOTAL * 200.00 139.95 200.00 275.00 75.00
FUNCTION TOTAL * 300.00 70.00 300.00 200.00 100.00-
FUNCTION TOTAL * 68.00 67.80 68.00 68.00-
FUNCTION TOTAL * 859.12
FUNCTION TOTAL *
FUND TOTAL ** 1,307,024.00 If 197,765.90 1,336,075.00 1,139,467.00 196.60R.OO-
SCHOOL ATJONISTRATIVE WIT #23
*S1*
2-FFDEPAL AND SPECIAL PROJECTS FUND
EXPENSE ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

















2150 SPEECH AND A1IDI0IOGY
2210 IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION SERVICES
2212 INSTRUCTION/CURRiaiUM DEVELOPMENT
2213 INST STAFF TRAINING
2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY
7330 SPECIAL ARFA ADM SERVICES
2550 PC TRANSPORTATION
2552 7RANSP0RTATTPN TO AMD FROM SCHOOL
2630 INFORMATION SERVICES
4600 BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS
5210 TRANSFER TO GENERAL FUND















































































































Tuition - Regional Center
Tuition - French Pond School
Itinerants (Bath, Monroe, Warren, Plertnont)
Interest
Miscellaneous











Regional Center (Special Ed. Assessment)
E.D. Teacher (Special Ed. Assessment)
Speech Language (Special Ed. Assessment)
Social Worker (Special Ed. Assessment)




Budgeted Actual Budgeted Budgeted
1992-93 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 ±t
42,500.00 42,500.00 50,000.00 60,000.00 10,000.00
702,479.00 702,479.00 708,532.00 583,496.00 -125,036.00
144,300.00 157,317.98 144,300.00 143,000.00 -1,300.00
77,505.00 71,555.78 76,562.00 71,879.00 -^.,683.00
7,500.00 3,924.15 7,500.00 4,000.00 -3,500.00
0.00 3,970.35
2,000.00 .00 -2,000.00
9,197.00 2,865.00 9,142.00 4,605.00 -4,537.00
5,714.00 5,695.00 6,000.00 6,098.00 98.00
2,564.00 2,672.38 2,700.00 2,709.00 9.00
34,223.00 28,662.80 38,500.00 .00 -38,500.00
124,592.00 125,402.00 136,207.00 161,503.00 25,296.00
23,400.00 23,400.00 23,760.00 .00 -23,760.00




7,500.00 7,500.00 12,500.00 0.00 -12,500.00
7,500.00 6,850.00 8,500.00 0.00 -8,500.00




1,285,524.00 1,321,575.00 1,142,155.00 -179,420.00
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Residents of Haverhill during 1993
Place of Marriage
and Name of Groom Residents Name of Bride Residents
Date of Marriage
January
16 Woodsville Gene E. Foster Woodsville Susan McConville Woodsville
February
13 Mt. Lakes Richard B. Tautic Mt. Lakes Raelene M. Rogers Mt. Lakes
28 Haverhill William R. Johnson N. Haverhill Wendy K. Ward Haverhill
March_
17 Haverhill Richard A. Horne Woodsville Kathleen M. Woijeck Woodsville
May_
8 N. Haverhill Barry D. Bigelow N. Haverhill Suzette M. Blanchard Woodsville
15 Haverhill Ronald A. DeRosia N. Haverhill Mary A. Norcross N. Haverhill
15 Pike Jason C. Eno Woodsville Allison L. Conrad Woodsville
22 Woodsville James F. Clifford N. Haverhill Susan D. White N. Haverhill
26 N. Haverhill Leith T. Henderson Fairlee, Vt. Emily G. Mtcalf Pike
29 N. Haverhill Richard M. Bragdon Wentworth Margaret S. McLaughlin N. Haverhill
June
5 Haverhill Bruce H. Simonds Woodsville Lisa A. Locke Woodsville
19 N. Haverhill Roger J. Knowlton N. Haverhill Sandra L. Olney N. Haverhill
19 Woodsville Victor A. deMedeiros Bristol, R.I. Minda A. Wolter Pike
26 Pike Scott W. Simano Pike Deidra M. Ames Woodsville
26 Woodsville Edward R. Norko, Jr. Woodsville Patricia G. Christensen Woodsville
July
1 Haverhill Kenneth R. Kinder N. Haverhill Amy E. Brown Haverhill
3 Woodsville Lee M. Baker N. Haverhill Amy D. Boardman N. Haverhill
3 N. Haverhill Bernard J. Hudson Woodsville Patricia I. Anderson Woodsville
31 Haverhill David P. Spooner Woodsville Wendy G. Robbins Woodsville
August
7 Meredith Ronald W. Fournier N. Haverhill Irene T. Lewis N. Haverhill
9 Haverhill Robert M. Mozeika Mt. Lakes Betheny J. Travers Bethelhem
14 Warren Bradley J. Sackett Haverhill Deborah A. Roche Haverhill
21 N. Haverhill Scott D. Torrey Haverhill Paula J. Carle Haverhill
27 Haverhill James L. Dalton Woodsville Donna M. Randolph E. Ryegate, Vi
28 Haverhill Howard E. Towne Mt. Lakes Kathleen E. Russell Mt. Lakes
September
4 Haverhill Jon P. Guillemette E. Hartford, Ct. Janice D. Slayton Woodsville
4 Woodsville Joseph F. Rose N. Haverhill Pamela J. Page Groton, Vt.
11 Haverhill Kevin A. Horne N. Haverhill Sherry L. Page N. Haverhill
18 Woodsville Stephen M. Robbins Woodsville Alberta L. Thompson Woodsville
25 Haverhill Patrick M. Wheeler Woodsville Shawna M. Aldrich Woodsville
25 Pike Brian M. Simano Pike Deborah L. Cole Bath
October



































To Residents of Haverhill during 1993
Date of Birth and







28 Sara Jean Somers
1993
January
4 Brian Patrick. Page
February





















3 Jason Charles Robie
September
17 Savannah Valentina Neuwirt
October
6 Jordan Tyler Wilson
13 Caitlyn Melissa Natola
28 Joseph Carleton Marshall
November
2 Kostantinos Kapotis
5 Megan Ashley Bullard
24 Noah John Ernest George
December











M Patrick D. Page
M Joseph P. O'Brien
F Dana J. Huntington
F George E. King
F Martin P. Sabo, Jr.
M Randy A. Hood
F Edmund J. Gosselin
F Paul L. Kidder
F Kurt A. Davis
F Wayne D. Krauss
M Kenneth M. Hatch
F Edward W. Rutherford
F Michael J . Graham
M Gregory J. White
M Allen J. Robie
F Alexie M Neuwirt
M Michael W. Wilson
F Frank L. Natola
M Michael Marshall
M Christos Kapotis
F James G. Bullard
M Daniel S. George
M Jeffrey A. Page
















































Residents of Haverhill During 1993
Date Place Name and Surname
of of of








































































Charles H. King, Sr.
Jr.
75 Arthur C. Niles, Sr.







84 Raymond L. Goddard
56 Ralph Davis
79 William Fowler
79 David E. Cragg
80 Fred E. Merrill




75 Harry A. Moses
43 Stanley T. Stoddard, Sr.
95 David A. Perkins
76 Edward F. Smythe
83 Glen Wilkins
73 Harry R. Dyer
71 Harold Roberts
65 Max E. Moulton











































Date Place Name and Surname
of of of


























































Elwin M. Nichols, Jr.























91 James W. Johnston
84 Charles N. Fenn
82 George B. Reed








74 Abraham L. Dow
72 Martin L. Miller
77 Arthur Jones
65 Elwin M. Nichols, Sr.
71 Charles V. Elms
90 Fred L. Cummings
92 John Campbell
68 Duncan W. Hebebrand
82 Henry Lavoie
23 Thomas Nassoura





64 Carl W. Smith
97 Clarence H. Carr
74 Herbert W. Carson
56 Eric Drown
74 Frederick J. Charles, Sr.





































Date Place Name and Surname
of of of


















I hereby certify that the foregoing Vital Statistics are correct, according to the best of my knowledge.
SJPttffl rtosp*
















Horses graze on farmland located off Country Road in North Haverhill.
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